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COMl'ARATIVE STATISTICS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1975 FOR TIlE MAJOR R&D AGENCIES OF nrn EXECUTIVE BRi

1. Agency R&D Budget in Millions

2. Nunber of Agency Patent Attorneys
(including agents) as of Jan. 1977

3. Total Nlmlber of Invention Di.s
closures Received

4. Invention Disclosures Requiring
A Determination of Government
Interest and/or Patenting.~

Employee"
Contractoi'
Total

5. Nlmlber of Invention Reports
Processed per Attorney ( 4' f 2)

6. Total Patent Applications Filed
by Department.

7. Number of Patent Applications
Filed per Patent Attorney ( 6 f 2)

8. Percentage of Item 4 Above on Which
Patent Applications were filed
(6f 4)

9. Number of Determinations Giving
Greater Rights in Identified
Inventions

10. Number of R&D Contracts with
Patent Clauses

11. Nlmlber of R&D Grants with
Patent Clauses

Exclusive Licenses Granted on
12. Patent and Patent Applications in

Department's Patent Portfolio from
1971 through 1976.

AiR
lliEW ERDA AFMl NAVY FORCE NASA INTERIOR . USDA

"

2,404 1,907 1,872 3,121 3,346 3,065 305 423

3 60 70 87 36 32 5 10

260 1,125 998 1,585 1,033 1,138 134 131

39 35 619C) 898C/ 146
C

259 72 127
144 1,090 173'_ 498_ 4~ 841 62 4
183 1,125 m 1,396 572 1,roo IT4 ill

61 19 11 16 16 34 27 13

56 277 . 423 688 188 198 56 146

19 4.6 6 7.9 5.2 6.2 11.2 -, 14.6

30% 24% 53% 50% 33% 18% 42% 100%

37 8 6 11 10 3~ 1 0
\

4,230 204 2,458 2,569 2,277 1,447 505 63

14,639 0 5 0 127 422 269 57

0 0 0 11 0 0
19 -~

.
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Page 2

l]e DHEW Patent staff is currently handling all of the VA's and AID's patent problems in cases related to the Deparn

Disclosures in which the contractor has exercised its first option to retain title based on a contract clause provid:
in this item, which explains the difference in totals between items 2 and 3.

Substantially all of these disclosures represent inventions in which the contractor had a first option to retain tit:
indicating that these inventions had no substantial commercial potential.

These detenninations were handled by the NASA "Inventions and Contributions Board," not by the NASA patent staff.

(-) Fiscal Year 1976 data not available yet, but 0 through Fiscal Year 1975.

Statistics for I, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12 derived from Annual Report on Government Patent Policy - Federal Council for
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301 480 8506 P.01/02
National Institutes at Heann" ~etnesoa, ML
20892. "elephone: (~01) 49&-7041-

The reglJlatlons define "human subject" as "e
living lndivlch.l;ill. about whom an investigatQ
(whether professioni!!1 or student) conductin,
researQh obtains (1) d;iltathrough intervention 0
IntsractiQn with the individual or (2) identifillblt
private information." The regulationuxtend tl
the, use 01. human Qfgans, tissues, and DOd:
flUids frQm Individually identifiable human sub
jeqts aswell asto graphic, written, or rf1{:Ol'l!1;(
information derived I.rom individually idllntifiabl<
nurnansubjellts. Thsuseef$utopsy materials I
governed byapplieabie.state and. 10001 law 811<
Isnotdirectly regl"llaledby 45 OFR 4~.F.ASSURA,NCESAND

CERTIFICATIONS
Re.search 8c:tlvitleS inwhich the Pi'll)" involVE

The a,..ssurances"'I$led~low may notbeappli- . mer't.of hUman Subjectswillbelnone§rmoree
cabllJ !.'" Yo.u.r project,. prpg.ram, or.lY.J~s.. Qf.a.,pp.i.i' th...iI·fO.I..IOWino. s.ixoa.)e{IOries are exemplfror
cant orgiimization.•. Fleferto the PHS Grartf$ covefj1Qeby the reg!Jlatlens:
Policy ~tatlJmellt for l\Irther clarification abOut . . ._ \
appli.ca..~.ility.,o. rqql'lttlc:t the. aWIlrc:llng~pcy (1)J:l.e~ ..ear... Ch. qq~..d.uc..te.d. in.ee~..liS.. h.ed.. O(co... r,
(See tMDFlG Grants Informl!itioil.Qffice rnoply I(ICCeptedecluoationalsettlngs,invol
Pl"lbJicli\tignLilll to obtain a Copy of Grants Ins normai ed~!ltioOal j>raetlcasjsuch.!ls (
Aqll'lipislI'aijonln!l)rmalion SQurces,)lnslg!1' ~!learc.h (II1legl"llar andspeoiajecll"l9&tiC'
In9J..I1..e.~p..lloetl«:ln~ce.. page,.. thtcl.Uly.••..U.~~..O-.' 111$..1.1'1.1.00....• 01'1.aI st.ra.t.£IQ.Ie.s'. or J.bl r.~sea.·. re.h. '
rl~.8cl.r~.pre••!1tIlUv. 01.' th..ppllcant mee"ectlvel'lsSSoiorthecompi!!I!!iOn"mol
org.!1i~.tii:lp cll ...ifl.. that the.appliCant instruotio~1 techniques. cl"lrnou la,or"C!as .
or,,,nlzatlj)nwillcomply w1tMhetoIl6\Ylng: room manllgem(!ntmethpd~i

1. HumaniSub~t. (~)R!ls.earchinvolVing ..the.useof;t;d@afior
. t~ts(c:ogflitlve,diagnoslio,apti\uqe'l\QIiiev

ment), surv!lY proced\lres; i1iflll'VJ~. Rtoc
dures; or·ObSSryatlQn .ofpubIiC~~a\lk
ufl1e.ii!S: (a) Inforn'iationoptainedill(ll0(ll'd
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identified;directly ort~rl)ughldljntinetS Iin~
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The DHHS;rllgUi~tIoos forthe protection of hu
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elgn,bears responsibility for saftjgua~il'lQthe
rlgh\s;.al'ld\'i.elfare of.human $ubjec~irrpHH$'
suppc:lrlea I'(jsel.\rcha.etiviti8ri. The rllQuiatlOns
require thatappli~ant ofllanizalion$~ropqsingto . . '. .>" .: , ... ....
invqlve hum.an subj~s Inn9nexernptJe~'ra,.(3) R!isearch inYli\ving the. u!leofedu~tic
Ille awrlttenASSurl.\I'l08.of pompuall~With;the' tesi$ (C(l!lnitl\1e,clIagilostlc.eptitu<!lJ, 89hi¥
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These regulations. .46 qFR46, .PtPtect!Oll<lf section,~: (a}the hurnfi~ subje6t¢areelsf

Human.Subje¢ts,are aYl!l1ablefrcl'l1.the·O~~R,. orappoi"ted pUblicofflclalsor~ndidate'
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Office. DHHS, cto NtH, Elethesda, MD 20892,
, teillphone: (301 )4Q2·0!l50. This should bedone
prior to any publication or presentation of the
invention at an optlr'l meeting, since failure to
report atthe approprlEltetime isaviola,.tlon of35
USC 202, andmayrellultln los$ oUhe rights of
the applicant institution, inventor, and Federal
Government Intheinvention. All foreign patent
rights areimmedlljtllly los!upon publication or
other publicdl$closure unless a United Stlltes
patentappiicationls a1rsadyonflie. Inaddition,
statut.espreclude obtaining valid United S,tates
pate8t protection;ilfter one year from thedllteof
a pUblication thatd!seIOS$sthe invention.
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May 4, 1990

Mr. Peter Velde
suite 310
905 16th st. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Pete,

Barry Beringer suggested that a position on Senator Dole's
staff may be available for someone with my background. I would
be interested and am enclosing my C.V. for consideration. As you
may recall, virtually all of the legislative initiatives listed
in my C.V. were done under the Senator's sponsorship.

I will be out-of-town from May 5-18 and will be available
after that time at 951-0375 on 5112 Edgemoor Lane, Bethesda,
Maryland 20814.

Thanks,

Norm Latker



Presidential Memo on Patent Policy
NL and Ronald Wylie: "Utilization of Govtowned Health and Welfare
Inventions
Study of subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks and Copyrights "The Patent
System: Its Exonoruic and Social Basis

'James Whittaker, Sur Pat Cnsl, Radio Corp of America

NL: Presentation before Commission on Govt. Procurement

Report by TaskForce #1 Study Group #6 on allocation of rights to
inventions

"Availability of New Technology to Industry from American Universities &
Technological Institutes" NL: Presentation before Nat. Congress on
(Dvorkovitz), Chicago, IL

Science & Gov!. Report: NSF Patent Shift To Benefit Universities

19N
Jj'eljW(~!7'(\ll~il~:lll NL: "Progress Towards A Uniform US Govt. Patent Policy for Universities
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Letter to NL from SenatorBobDole refereingto Congressional Record,
Senate

NL: Addressto 2nd Ann TechExLuncheon,
Atlanta GA
Lettersfrom Birch Bayh

Chryslerv. Brown,U.S.S.C!
Bioscience article, Vol 29, 5, "NewPatent
PolicyBill Gathers Congressional Support"
by RobertHonig
Science article, Vol 205, "Patent Bill
ReturnsBright Idea to Inventor"by Bill
Broad
Testimony by Dr BetsyAnckerJohnson on
Bayh-Dole

ReBayh-Dole and Carter's Oct 31, 1979
statementon Industrial Innovation

Carter signs into law Bayh-Dole: Betsy
Ancker-Johnson's description
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NL: DHEWPatent PolicyDraft requested by Califano
Attachments:
A: Federal SecurityAgency
B: GeneralAdministration,Patents & Inventions, Ch. 6-10
C: "ExceptionalCircumstances under s. l(a)"
D: Memoon Patent Policyto SurgeonGeneral, PHS,Apr 18, 1962by
Kenneth Endicott;

.. E: Memofrom James Shannon "Needfor change in Dept Patent Policyto
Permit effective collaborationwith Industry"
F: Manual Hiller Memo: "Need for change....
G: Testimony by Janes Shannon
H: Reportto Congress, Aug 12, 1968,ProblemAreas AffectingUsefulness
ofResuIts of Govt-sponsored Reearch in MedicinalChemistry
I: Cahp I-901 DepartmentPatent Activities - Purposes; Responsibilities
J: Letter from David McBride (U of Rochester) to Califano (Oct 1977)
K: Reportof the Commission on FederalPaperwork, Apr 29, 1977
L: NL NL: Reportof the University Patent PolicyAd Hoc Subcommittee of
the executive Subcommittee of the Committee on Govt. Patent Policy,
Federal CouncilFor Science& Technology
K: Samplingof University Patent LicensingPrograms
L: Extract from Title 41, Public Contracts, PropertyManagement
SherryArnstein's reactions
Letter from Califanoto Joseph Stetler,Pharmaceutical Manufacturers
Assoc.
NL: Presentationbefore 3'dAnn MeetingSociety UniveristyPatent
Administrators, Atlanta GA

Letter to Joel? re Califanothat NL did not send

NL: Letter to NewtonCattell, Association of AmericanUniversities, re:
forcoming Nelson hearings
HEWPatent Policy

J.



& Non-Profit Organizations" Address at Second Annual
UniversitylIndustry Forum (Dvorkovitz), Chicago, 1L

NL: Presentation at Conference on Technology Transfer - "University
Opportunities and Responsibilities" Case Western Reserve University

, NL: "Current Trends in Technology Transfer" 3"
Technology Exchange (Dvorkovitz)

NL: Report ofthe University Patent Policy Ad Hoc Subconunittee ofthe
executive Subconunittee of the Conunittee on Govt, Patent Policy, Federal
Council For Science & Technology

NL: "Current Trends in Govt, Patent Policy" Presentation before New
Jersey Patent Bar Association

Remarks delivered by Dr Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Asst. Sec. of Conunerce
for Science & Technology, at 17th Ann. Meeting of National Council of
University Research Administrators

NL: "Protection ofIntellectual Property under the 4th Exemption of the
Freedom of Information Act" Presentation before Academy of
Pharmaceutical Sciences, Atlanta, GA
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NL: "Current Govt. Patent Policy as Applicable to Universities & Nonprofit
Organizations" Presentation at American Patent Law Association Meeting,
DC

Letter to Dr Betsy Ancker-Johnson, Chairman, Committee on Govt. Patent
Policy, Commerce, from Dr Lowell Harmison, Special Asst. to Assist Sec
for Health

Preliminary Explanatory Comments Accompanying Draft Legislation:
Congressional Record-House, Apr 26th

, 1976
Section-By-Section Analysis: Title I-Federal Intellectual Property Policy

Statement ofPorpose and Need

NL: Statement before Subcommittee on Domestic & International Scientific
Planning and Analysis Committee on Science & Technology House of
Representatives
Statement ofDr Betsy Ancker-Johnson to Subcommittee on Domestic &
International Scientific Planning and Analysis Committee on Science &
Technology House of Representatives (A-I's testimony on Thornton Bill)

Presentation to Dept of Air Force (written speech)

Comments on Impact of Public Disclosure on Proprietary Interests or Patent
Rights in Information Contained In Research Protocols ....FOA

Information Item #47
Comments by NL on paper by James Wallace "Legal Analysis of Public
Disclosure Requirements Relevant to Applications for Biomedical Research
Grants"

3.



NL: "Ethical and Economic Issues: University Policies for consulting,
Overload Instruction Activities and Intellectnal Property" Before the 2nd

Annual Academic Planning Conference, U of S. California

. Letter from Phillip Handler, Pres. National Academy of Sciences, to Charles
Lowe, National Commission for Protection of Hnman Subjects in
Biomedical & Behavioral Research

"Two Cultures in the Laboratory" by D Sletten;
Reply: Jacobs, Mar 4,1977: 'Thoughts Responsive to "Two Cultures ... '"

Statement by Dr Betsy Ancker-Johnson, before Subcommittee on Health
and Enviromuent of House Committee on Interstate & Foreign Commerce

NL: Cleveland Speech (+ Sampling of University Patent Licensing
Programs)
From: "Report of the Commission on Federal Paperwork"
C&EN article: "Drug industry performances continues to slip"
NL: statement before the Subcommittee on Science, research & Technology
House of Representatives
NL: "Current Trends in Govt. Patent Policy" before conference on
University Research Management, NY University
NL: Letter to Robert Swanson, Pres. Genentech
NL: Letter to Robert Gellman, Subcommittee on Govt. Information and
Individual Rights
Memo FROM Federal Coordinating Council for Science, Engineering &
Technology Committee on Intellectual Property & Information for Members
of Subcommittee on Intellectnal property: re HR 6249: THORNTON BILL
April 6, 1977
Federal Patent Policy and HR 8596 (THORNTON)
Study of Health Technology Management, DHEW ("A")
Attachments to above ("B"): NL's comment to David Cooper on Study of
Health Technology Management, DHEW; hand-written comment by NL;
comment from Donald Fredrickson; comments various on the Report;
Sununary & Decision; paper by Sherry Arnstein of Jan II, 1977; draft by
Barry Leshowitz; misc. "C" previous draft of Reoort
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MEMORANDUM
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DEPARTMENT PFHEALTH, ~DUCATION, ANDWELF~
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

0. WASHINGTON. D~ ~1

C'/ ] /0 . OFFICE OF THE
L,-...; , . { , " GEHERAL COUNSELocr ot2 1978

All Assistant General Counsel's

Deputy General CounselFROM

TO

.,-

SUBJECT: OGC Clearance -- Memoranda to the Secretary

On several occasions the Secretary has received memoranda
prepared by an Assistant Secretary or head of a POC or other
program person, which states that the Office of the General
Counsel has approved the recommendation stated therein or
has otherwise expressed an opinion. If any such memoranda
come to your attention before they are sent to the Secretary,
please be sure that the reference to OGC identifies specifically,
by name and title, the most senior attorney that has presented
our position or approved,the position set forth in the memo-
randum. .

~ttie

.-AO
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THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH. EDUCATlON.ANO WEl.FARE:,

WASHINGTON,O.C.20aOI

MAY 15 1978

..•---~

-fli'1--f-r

f"~
I\;:JI/

PATENT BRANCH, OGe
DHEW

MEMORANDUM FOR THE GENERAL COUNSEL

SUBJECT: Radiation Exposure Inquiry
OCT131978

-&'3i~lyt~'_"'"

I have attached the May 9th memorandum from Stuart
Eizenstat and Zbigniew Br¢zezinski which enumerates four
aspects of the problem of radiation exposure on which the
White House wants HEW to assume leadership in fashioning
an action plan for review by June 1.

I want; you to lead the HEH task group on this as s Lgnment; ,:
working closely with Dr. William H. Foege, the Director of
CDC, and representatives of other PHS offices who will help
shape the technical aspects of the workplan~.

You and Dr. Foege should submit a draft plan to me
by May 23. It should identify responsibilities and dead
lines f~ each affected agency of the Executive Branch.

After I have reviewed the HEW draft plan, a meeting
will be scheduled with the other Federal agencies involved. ,
I would hope this meeting can occur on or before May.26. .
Please make contact with the other Executive agencies involved
(Defense, Energy, and the VA) and work out the details of
the inter-agency consultations.

I want to make every effort to meet the June 1st date
for submission of a draft plan to the ~Vhite House.

cc:

Jr.

Dr. William H. Foege
Director, CDC

'" ". -.'CO.- .C·.'.' '''''''''''':. ~"'_'.~.-.' :~".~._._.
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THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH, EDUCATION ..,./

AND WELFARE
THE SECRETARY OF ENERGY
THE ADMINISTRATOR OF VETERANS AFFAIRS ,~

STUART EIZENSTAT Bt D.~.
ZBIGNIEI"i BRZEZINSKI 7J; .
Radiation Exposure Inquiry

fl

The President has approved the development of a coordinated
response to the growing agency and Congressional concern
about the effects of radiation exposure on participants in
nuclear tests and ,Yorkers in nuclear~related projects.

The Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare should coordinate
the formulation of a program including the following:

1. A study or series of studies which would de~rmine the
effects of radiation exposure on participants in nuclear
tests, including members of the ar~ed forces and civilian
personnel, workers at nuclear facilities and projects,
and other persons as indicated.

2. A public information program to inform persons who
might have been affected and the general pUblic about
the steps being taken and the conduct of the studies.

3. A plan for ensuring that persons adversely affected by
radiation exposure recei~e the care and benefits to
which they may be or should be entitled •

•.
4. Recommendations on steps which can be taken to reduce

the incidence of adverse radiation exposurfr of this
~e in the future.

- ... _-
!

-.
We are aware that the Department of Defense has initiated
a study and that'the Center for Disease Control has under
taken at least t~yO investigations. Our intent is that these
effpif"!1~ pe,.c;:91'TlE1 ~~ordinated Adm~nisl:h;tiffi' -,qpPW;;tch to the
pro~~eM.lB~~~eedplan of a.~t~onITY~U~Q ~P~ie~~ed for
zeva.ew by June I, 1978. E-'£1tn~

. . Ll,(UfL " '
The staff of the National ecurity Council, the Domestic ~~
Policy ,Staff. and the Office of Science and Techno~ogy Policy ~
within the Executive Office are available to assist the ~~....-
.:!.n~eragency group. .~



The White House staff, aecording to
informed. sources. 'pushed the task on
HEW because thel' did not feel de
fense. and energy were impartial :in

. their approaches•. ', 'I -".'. "~

"Energy. looked on .It .as an. energy
problem," a Carter aide said ..recently,
Hand defense saw it as a defense prob-:
lem. We wanted it treated as a health
problem."

Intul"Iling the 'malter -over·to HEW•
:lh.. White Housedi~t"""tify two key
"parti~lp.ni:S. the Eiivi.rOnmental Pro
tection Agency and the Nuciear Regu·

" latory -Commission.. Both: agencies
have responsibillty for w<lrker' and'

:':.general public radiation standards;
Iromca.ll.Y', when the government reo-"

organization acts of lS70' and 197.f
· were approved, setting 'up those agan

, cies;.' responsibility.. for establishing
· , govet"Ill:lUu1twide- .. radiation '. safety .
;~,' standards was dropped_ Today. nei
~·tlu!ragencYh~ that specific duty';
': .., ·Tho~e same act,nlUu, did"away witlr.:
.:; the- Federal.. Radlation CoUncil, wbich

·anti!. the' early·1S70s coordinated In
tergovernmental research On radia
tion..

E'.Peter Libassi. general counsel ot
HEW, now has the task <lI putting the
president's radiation research pro-
gram back together. .. .'

:' For the past several. w~ks, 'L;hassi :
". :has 'been".geJtiXtg. to.~b1ow. the iater
,> 'est'ed. groups· both inside' and outside
· • government. Watching over his saoul- .
: der are envir,onmental and industr,;.

groups 'Who" look on the radiatioIf
stody primarily as a vehicle for eithe1i
attacking or defending nuclear power
Iaeilitie", ,_... . ;

. . / '-
.. Tentatively, Libassi hopes to give'

the White House. by Sept.. 1 an out-
· line -of what needs. to be accomp,

· 'lished. :" ".
Ther.. also li:a possibility that a.

· new-commission will be proposed ..for
· .continuing .. supervision of. the.. inter~'
- governznelital program, ..' . . .. .. •

'.An, early decision is.needed onho,""
to handle' the claims of veterans tor
benefits, for wbat they say are semee;
COIlIlected disabilities resulting tram'
radiation absorbed ... during weapons
tests. ..

ThE> Veterans Admlnlstration is be
gu,mng to schedule hearings on ap-'
peals for. these benefits. Since the
serious research Into the bealth ef:
fectsot low-level radiation will re
quire "at least" three more years, some:
of these cases may' have to be- de'
eided before. the. results are in. ..

dlan~)n Probe I.~. ~si~~d .~o HEW~
i . _.. .", ",.- : ~:'

By,Walter Pincus
. W~dQD. PO$tStaff Writer '.

Th~' Department of Health,'Educ"':'
tion and Welfare has' taken .charge of
the administration;s' study of the
health effects of low-level radiation.....
a profect that may tw:n out to be the
biggest .medical: research . program
since the smoking. studies of.the looas. .

. . n..coulcL~ii tUrl1'__outt<>~ be'abti,·
:reau=tie llightmare./since-at -Ieast,
. three' ·-governml'l1t· depar!1nents':andi: .

another-, three agencies' have institn-·
.tional.orregulatorY iSsues at stake,'" :

. The investigation will" focus: 0""
some 300.000 to 400,000 military and
'civilian personnelwho participated In
the' government's nuclear weaPQ.c.s
testing from the late 1940s through
1S64-when atmospheric tests were
halted~d several hundred thou
sand employes of. government nuclear
facilities. .' " . " .... '.' '....

The scientificco=unit:1 has long
disagreed' about the long-term cancer
causing effects of low levels ot radia-
tion. .: .... .,.' ...

Until: late last month; th~ Depart.·,
'ment of Defense and Energy were'
the. prime agencies directing inquiries
into the effects of radiation exposure
on participants In 1Ssas nuclear weap
OJ;lS tests and On workers in atomic fa·
cilities and laboratories... ..

These lnquiries: were a direct .out,·
growth or.two reports; One that a sta
tistically signiiicant number at· GIs
who participated in a' IS57 nuclear
weapons test .In Nevada came down
with leukemia, a cancer of the blood.
the other than an unusual number of
former workers at nuclear submarlne
repair, facilities at the Portsmouth.
N.H. Naval. Shipyard also developed
cancer.. " '. ~

Hea..'"ings on tho~~ situations before
a.Bouse subcommittee on health. and
environment last: Janu.a.ry'foreed the: .
defense and- energy agencies to, de
volO1' plans to investigate. both.,

Last· month, however. President'
Carter gave HEW'that task and more.

According to a White' House memo
dated'May 9. HEW is to 'draW" up a co
ordlnated ,.gove=elitwide._p~o~_
that would also: .,

• Insure "that persons adversely ef-
o fected by radiation exposure receive

the care and bene1lts to which they
may be or should be entitled,"

• Inform people "who migl1t have
been effected'" by low-level radiation
and the public about "steps being
taken and the conduct of the studies," .

• Recommend·"steps which can be =
taken to reduce the Incidence of, ad- .:
verse radiatioJ;l exposure of this type ~

in the future~u
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._- ~----, -__~,-,ha,s fostered the development of a~ potent :/ .;~ .
four-way partner-ship betw~en researohers, their in itutions, -- ~

_ government and industry. Thiel partne.rship has become . ower;ful _
eng~ne of~innova~ion, generating more praqtical ad~ances~than

_ the rest of the world combined. Nowhere:i..s this moxe t rue t han _
i~ th~ fields ~f medical t~Chnology and pharma~euticals.
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_ Should~~e petitioners succeed in subverting bne of
the key ~cccp~~of Bayh-Dole - that of according broad

. " marketplace prerogatives to the d 1 f
/,.-------t1~--.-", eve opers 0 government-funded --.-.---

lnventlons - thls marvelous engine caplil stall.
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The SPiritlo~O::y:-::~eprovide some pe"rm's-p---ctive ~:~~~~a;~~~~~ --

Act, large portions of which I helped to raft back in the _
1970s, when I served as Patent Counsel fo the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). I was lso an architect of
the Act's implementing regulationst:f,to w~lch he au~hors of the
p~itions t:jJ,VilY referl- C(ICIe-f f"/(.V eI"~/ItIJlf"'t"~

("U/"( ~ "J~. "'IJM~" •..iI""i~" "" 4' ~ AA~
The authors have woefully misrepresented the spiri{ j ~---

and purpose of the legislation, which was intended to enlist the ~~£
marketplace to develop and distribute government-supported ~

innovations. Judging from the petition, they appear to have been ~

informed primarily by a recent article in the Tulane Law Review, ~~
penned by Peter S. ~ & Michael H. Davis, which unfortunately 1:
paints a highly disto ed picture both of the Act itself and the _
legislative process 1 ading to its passage. -~

----I

Before the enactment of Bayh-Dole, an enormous amount
of government-sponsored research and innovation went to waste,
as there were no clear mechanisms in existence to transfer the
resultant inventions to the marketplace.

----

Although there was spirited opposition to the bill,a
powerful bipartisan c.onsensus was built around the ba~tion
that market forces would do a far better job of ~\ ~g .
such inventions~o society than government bureaucracies ever

could. CJ.VCtt"l".blt ,-.0/+1,::/
Put simply, the dr ters of the act wanted to ensure

that adequate incentives we in place to facilitate invention
I and to attract corporate . vestment into their development and

distribution. We underst d that inventions resulting from
government research are conceptual in nature, and require
significant investment~y the private sector, to bring them into
practical applicationJVTh~s is especially the case with regard
to life science inve~lons, the subject of the march-in
reque~

1/

-- .. -

. /Ae ~"'c/"h INV"b-.t'+ It.. 4V1!'~~ /Ii{ i?l
A111f "- 10.~ 1"!t.£peJl-''Z "" UtL'=J __
MN 11""AJ 7~) nc· tClVL,'!f!) ~"-i ~

------+lII-------"9'~'./'? °n-14h /J'?, .I~~ ..I n...e.J ('
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c)

b)

Reasonable efforts were required to develop the
inventions to practical application;

The inventions should be readily available to
society;

The inventions should not be used in such a way
that might threaten public health;

d) rf an invention were subject to a federal order
of some kind, the developer must comply with that
order; and

a)

e) The inventions should be manufactured within the
United States.

«c«

(
t: /~'11""',J2.004
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~,. JfJe(~,o,,..,...It tJr-

fW! tt 8#1k t#(O .,..., ...I, 11'.-1,-...1
Our answer to the proble was that intellectual?'AlV~"~~.

property rights should be accorded In full to the innovato~s,

rather than to the government agency that financed their .,ur'~~t~
research, and that innovators should be free to leverage their ~

property rights to their advantage in the market place as
intended by the patent system. The only conditions to be
attached to this freedom were envisioned as follows:

~
~
~

<\)

{,
~

~ e:.-~
;1fI
~<

•

...... ,~ 7" ....1 J c{' t I -. ifjZW,t ;:$.'5 r «
What r find mOft disturbing about ~subject

petition' is the attemptAto transform a fundamental piece of
intellectual property law into an administrative mechanism to
control drug prices, with no regard for the consequences.

Control Of Drug Prices

The drafters of Bayh-Dole never envisioned that the
law could authorize government funding agencies to compel
private entities to divulge internal accounts or pricing
information, which is why the Act lacks any f~nctional criteria
specifying how this could be done. lIJ Jt!'t-~ et/f8"J

~ . -r I .. J..,.s ~ I"'f. 'YS..
FM 'r~1~J- ~ _ "r/~J ,/;!JttI/

~&J!:&~. ~ ~~f'it'~~,. ~
~~~hiiIJhe.f .... r

These conditions were translated into the legal
language found in section 203" iJ,f the Act.. "lIi'iIiClI Is reproddc d
j~ ~RQ ~~8~@S@ PCb~@~i~S. The/m~rch-in clauses were conceived,

m as res Jio p~sef~ wi!n~~re was
overwhelming €h~,fdo .81 V' ;:>1E:c~ t4?We~

r: ~~ the ~aS9 ~M~ 8M.! n ~~ ~ avu or LatarjW~i·'6' 'G!i s j ii :\;i~~~ l"'tt/C1"{"'
~ have beensuc~§fUJJ~~O~~andare readily available to ~~AI.

the~~c .at laESe. ~_ 't l.Il C'
----- --... rrr",

"'.I <'\.1/. C- 0

~~ q't<:"""6
t;..... ~ {:.

~!;I ~.1
....~~
.t-~ '"'1-

~.< ..Y
~c:o;...-L.-

~
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Noneth less, the petition~~hSrgholqJthat the ~ ~
ernment should issue multiple licenses for the drugs because f~

e companies are harging too much for them, and quite falsely ~
assert that the Ac invests funding agencies with the authority
to approve the pri ing of inventions after they have been
developed and dist 'buted in the marketplace by pr~~e secto~ ~_

"nitiatives. {I;~'~'~(' {""-Q...... . • ... ~ I,'V .
The assert on that funding agencies ar e ted with ~''I-...''

the jurisdiction to a prove pricing is said to rest the Act's ~.~

definition of "practic 1 application" which includes a ,JJ
requirement that the i ention be made available to the public ",.~~
on "reasonable terms". ,..."/'he petitioners argue that the J stter IV L~

1~ t~dht( to be interpreted, in an ordinary context, as including ~~~~
a "reasonable price", and that the funding agency is therefore elf ~
aut.1J.::zed to assess what a "reasonable" market price might be. ";i~ ~

~ ; ~~
The Scalia Rule

That "reasonable terms" must include the notion of
price, they maintain, is evidenced by a number of court
decisions supporting that definition. They also cite the Scalia
rule:

[First], find the ordinary meaning of the
language in its textual context; and second,
using established canons of construction, ask
whether there is any clear indication that
some permissible meaning other than the
ordinary applies. If not - and especially if ~/'

a good reason for the ordinary meaning appea~ ~~ , ~J
plain - we apply the ordinary meaning. ~/P'lJ I" f I~,,·f 1"It. Of
Scalia's instruction to refer to the extual context" .-I

of the language is indeed helpful-but not to he argument put
forth by the authors of the petition. Th arch-in conditions
and the entire body of the Bayh-Dole Act tress the overriding
importance of delivering intellectual p operty rights to
innovators and developers. Property rights are inherently
invested with the ability to set prices. The Act also emphasizes
the broad dissemination of the benefits of the invention to
society.

In context, therefore, "reasonable terms" cannot be
interpreted to mean a limitation on the developer's ability to
set prices in the marketplace.
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c.
"In fact the oPPo~'te is true: if the rights-holder

were not given the freedom 0 set prices, it would not be
willing to commit resources quired to ensure an invention's
delivery into the marketplace,t: thereby obviating the requirement --
that it be widely available. No commercial concern would invest ,
in the commercial development of any invention knowing that tA~~~~'~~'
their sales price could be challenged by the government after ~

marketing. _ hi~ Tu/'flde V.J"lf ~1iJ.(
0I\...... 1'i'I' J ~

Again, if th drafters had intended such an i~~ ~

interpretation, we woul have inserted specific criteria into~4~~"
the law to enable the fu ing agency to assess exactly what a --wr
reasonable price might be. ~ such criteria are found,
precisely because controlllng patent rights on the basis of
price was antithetical to what the drafters had in mind.

-------------+I--~------- --- ----='--------==----------_"12

~~_--~..f"1e:1s.: ti'lJltf:./' ~fM-,#,1-('
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identified to be excessive." It is the purp.~ this
analyze this assertion and its consequences~-r.

History of March-In Rights

A. 1947 Attorney General Report

March-in rights were discussed in the 1947 Attorney General's
Report and Recommendations to the President'° as part of an
appropriate government patent policy which was being developed to
accompany the expansion of government research and development
program after World War II as recommended by the presidential
science adviser, Vannevar Bush. " The Attorney General's Report
recommended that the Government generally should own inventions ~

made by contractors but in special circumstances, the contractor 'l.
may be permitted to own provided that "Ii!l he contrac~tor (or his

.: ,..-
I

9 The authors presented similar arguments in an op-ed
article in the Washington Post on March 27, 2002 entitled "Paying \
Twice for the Same Drugs." This was rebutted by Birch Bayh and
Robert Dole in another op-ed article in the Washington Post on
April 11, 2002 "Our Law Helps Patients Get New Drugs Sooner,"
that

"Bayh-Dole did not intend that government set prices on
resulting products. The law makes no reference to a
reasonable price that should be dictated by the government
.... The [Arno and Davis] article also mischaracterizes the
rights retained by the government under Bayh-Dole. The
ability of the government to revoke a license granted under
the act is not contingent on the pricing of the resulting
product or tied to the profitability of a company that has
commercialized a product that results in part from
government-funded research. The law instructs the government
to revoke such licenses only when the private industry
collaborator has not successfully commercialized the
invention as a product."

10 Report and Recommendations of the Attorney General to
the President, "Investigation of Government Patent Practices and
Policies" (1947). There are three volumes. The report was
initiated by a letter dated February 5, 1943 from President
Franklin Delano Roosevelt to Attorney General Francis Biddle.
President Roosevelt felt there was a need for a uniform
Government policy on the ownership of inventions made by
Government employees and contractors.

11 Vannevar Bush, ~Science: The Endless Frontier,~ Report
to the President on a Program for Postwar Scientific Research
(July 1945) .
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assignee) shall be required to offer nonexclusive licenses at a
reasonable royalty to all applicants" if the contractor or assignee
does not place the invention in adequate commercial use within a
designated period."

B. 1963 and 1971 Presidential Memoranda and Statements

Thereafter, similar provisions attached to contractor
ownership of inventions were described in the Presidential
Memoranda and Statements of Government Patent Policy by Kennedy
(1963)13 and Nixon (1971)14. These were implemented in the Federal
Procurement Regulations' S and various agency procurement
regulations . 16

The Kennedy Memorandum

According to section 1 (f) of the Kennedy Memorandum, the
government shall have the right to require the granting of a
nonexclusive royalty-free license to an applicant if (1) the
contractor or grantee who has been permitted to own17 the invention,
its licensee or assignee has not taken effective steps within three
years after the patent issues to bring the invention to the point

12 Recommendation 2(d), Volume 1 of the Attorney General
Report, Chapter Four, pages 76 and 110.

13 28 Fed. Reg. 10,943 (Oct. 12, 1963) .

14 36 Fed. Reg. 16,887 (Aug. 26, 1971) .

15 Section 1-9.107-3(b) of the Federal Procurement
Regulations, 38 Fed. Reg. 23782 (Sept. 4, 1973) as revised by 40
Fed. Reg. 19814 (May 7, 1975). The standard patent rights clause
is now in 37 CFR 401.14 and 48 CFR 52.227-11.

16 Compare with a march-in like provision in 9(h) of the
Federal Nonnuclear Act of 1974, 42 U.S.C. 5908(h) (6). This
section allowed the head of the agency to terminate a waiver of
title or grant of an exclusive license if the recipient has not
taken effective steps necessary to accomplish substantial
utilization of the invention. Section 9 was later repealed by
Bayh-Dole.

17 The Kennedy Memorandum, n.13, refers to principal or
exclusive rights and not ownership because of the required
Government irrevocable paid-up license for Government purposes
throughout the world.
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of practical application'• or (2) has made the invention available
for licensing royalty free or on terms that are reasonable in the
circumstances or (3) can show why it should be able to retain
ownership for a further period of time. As in the Attorney General
Report, the fourth paragraph of the Kennedy Memorandum made clear
that the reason for march-in rights was to "guard against failure
to practice the invention."

The Nixon Memorandum

The march-in rights in section l(f) of the Nixon Memorandum
are very similar" to those in the Kennedy Memorandum except that
the requirement was expanded to assignees and licensees and the
Government could also require the granting of an exclusive license
to a responsible applicant on terms that are reasonable under the
circumstances if the invention was not being developed.

The authors note that both Presidential Memoranda require that
licensing of inventions be on "reasonable terms." There is no
requirement in the Memoranda that price of a patented invention be
on "reasonable te~s."

c. Institutional Patent Agreements

Institutional Patent Agreements (IPAs) were first used by
National Institutes of Health (NIH) beginning in 1968 and later by
National Science Foundation (NSF) in 1973 to govern the management
of inventions made with NIH/NSF support by universities with an
approved patent policy. Since many of the provisions2 • in the Bayh-

18 As defined in section 4(g) of the Kennedy Memorandum,
n.13, "to the point of practical application" means to
manufacture in the case of a composition or product, to practice
in the case of a process, or to operate in the case of a machine
and under such conditions as to establish that the invention is
being worked and that its benefits are reasonably available to
the public."

19 The definition of "to the point of practical
application" was unchanged.

20 There are a number of common elements: (1) restriction
against assignment of inventions except to a patent management
organization, (2) limitation on the term of an exclusive license,
which was removed when Bayh-Dole was amended in 1984, (3)
requirement that royalty income must be shared with inventors and
the remainder used for education and research purposes, (4)
requirement that any patent application contain a reference to
the federal support which resulted in the invention and (5) a
paid-up license to the Government.
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Dole Act come from IPAs, Bayh-Dole can be considered a codification
of the IPA. Under both these IPAs as in Bayh-Dole, the university
had a contractual right to elect ownership to any invention,
thereby eliminating the arduous task of justifying ownership after
identification of an invention. Each IPA contained all the
conditions required by the Presidential Memoranda including march
in rights and the requirement to license on "reasonable terms."

A model IPA containing these conditions was later developed
for government-wide use by the University Patent Policy Ad Hoc
Subcommittee2 1 of the Committee on Government Patent Policy of the
Federal Council of Science and Technology after receiving comments
from many agencies and universities. Implementation of the model
IPA was postponed for 120 days at the request of Senator Gaylord
Nelson on March 17, 1978, who held hearings22 but became effective
on July 18, 1978. 23

Use of March-In Prior to 1980

21 Chaired by Norman Latker and included John
Raubitschek, then patent counsel for NSF, as a member.

22 Hearings before the Subcommittee on Monopoly and
Anticompetitive Activities of the Senate Select Committee on
Small Business, 95 t h Cong., 2~ sess., 1978, at 4.

23 rd. at 1014.
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Before Bayh-Dole, there was little2
' activity in march-in

rights. At most, the focus was on whether a particular invention
funded by the Government was being used. During the Nelson
hearings, march-in rights were discussed. In particular, Donald R.
Dunner, 1 s t Vice President of the American Patent Law Association,
indicated that:

"Much has been said about march-in rights. . . . The point
has been raised that march-in rights have been available for
10 years, and they have never been used; ergo, they are a
failure. We submit that is not the case. There is no
evidence to indicate that march-in rights should have been
used in a specific situation and were not used. In fact, we
submit the high probability is quite the contrary. Where an
invention is significant, we submit that the marketplace will
take care of the situation. Competitors who want to use a
given piece of technology follow a standard routine procedure.
They first determine whether there is any patent cover on the
development, and then they evaluate the patent cover. If they
feel they want to get into the field, they will try to get a
license. If they cannot get a license in a Government-owned
situation, they will go to the Government agency involved, and
they will say, 'I cannot get a license.' They will point to
the conditions which the IPA specify as to when march-in
rights should be applied; they will provide the information
necessary for that evaluation to be made, and we submit in any
given situation where march-in should be applied, they will be
applied. ,,25

24 See Hearings on S. 1215, Subcommittee on Science,
Technology and Space of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and
Transportation, 96th Cong., 1st sess., 1979 at 366, where Dale
Church of the Department of Defense responded to Senator
Stevenson's question: "Has the Department exercised march-in
rights?" "Only once can I recall there was a case where we
exercised march-in rights. It was a case involving two patents
held by MIT. There was a complainant who felt as those the
patents were not being utilized. As to one of the patents, it
was found that MIT was using it and was allowed to exclusive
title. In the case of the other, we found that MIT was not
efficiently using it, and they did provide for the complainant to
use the patent." See also, n.121 of Alstadt, "The 1980 Patent
Rights Statute: A Key to Alternate Energy Sources," 43 U. pitt.
L. Rev. 73, 95 (1981) which discusses march-in activity at NIH,
NSF and the Air Force and n.245 of Sidebottom, "Intellectual
Property in Federal Government Contracts: The Past, The Present
and One possible Future," 33 Pub. Cont. L.J. 63, 95 (2003) which
refers to two march-ins by the predecessor to the Department of
Energy in 1974.

25 Hearings, n.22 at 577.
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March-in Rights under Bayh-Dole

Under Bayh-Dole, the Government's march-in rights are
described in 35 U.S.C. 203, The funding agency may take action if
the contractor or grantee or assignee2 ' has not taken, or is not
expected to take within a reasonable time, effective steps to
achieve practical application in a field of use. 2 7 This was clearly
intended to follow the precedent established in both Presidential
Memoranda and the IPAs. "Practical application" is defined in 35
U.S.C. 201(f) to mean "to manufacture in the case of a composition
or product, to practice in the case of a process or method, or to
operate in the case of a machine or system and in each case, under
such conditions as to establish that the invention is being
utilized and that its benefits are to the extent permitted by law
or Government regulations available to the public on reasonable
terms. ,,2. Section 203 not only authorizes the funding agency to
require the contractor or grantee, its assignee or exclusive
licensee to grant a license to a responsible applicant but itself
can grant a license if the ordered party refuses to grant a
license. 2 9

According to the legislative histo ry 3 0 of Bayh-Dole, "[tl he
Government may 'march-in' if reasonable efforts are not being made
to achieve practical application, for alleviation of health and
safety needs, and in situations when use of the invention is
required by Federal regulations." '''March-in' is intended as a
remedy to be invoked by the Government and a private cause of
action is not created in competitors or other outside parties,

26 It is interesting that § 203 does not mention
"licensee" as did the Nixon Memorandum and so does not directly
consider the commercialization activities of the contractor's
licensee.

27 There are three other bases for exercising march-in
rights. 35 U.S.C. 203(1) (b)-(d). Two relate to health, safety
or public use and so are similar to the Nixon Memorandum except
that they come into play only if the contractor, grantee,
assignee or licensee cannot reasonably alleviate or satisfy such
needs. The third basis relates to a breach of the "domestic
manufacturing" requirement in 35 U.S.C. 204.

28 This definition differs from the one in the Kennedy and
Nixon Memoranda, which say merely "that its benefits are
reasonably accessible to the public."

29 Licensing by the Government would be unusual since it
is not the patent owner. If there were royalties, it is assumed
that they would belong to the patentee or exclusive licensee.

30 S. Rep. 96-480, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 1979 at 33-34.
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although it is expected that in most cases complaints from third
parties will be the basis for the initiation of agency action. u

Any decision to exercise march-in is appealable to the Court
of Federal Claims within 60 days. The agency's decision is held in
abeyance until all appeals are exhausted. A decision not to
exercise rights is not reviewable. 3 1

The Bayh-Dole regulation in 37 CFR 401.6 sets forth a detailed
multi-step process although the agency can terminate the
proceedings at any time. 32 The regulation allows an agency to
initiate a march-in proceeding U[wlhenever it receives information
that it believes might warrant the exercise of march-in rights. u33

Since the regulation provides no criteria for the initiation of a
proceeding, an agency appears to have unlimited discretion on
whether or not to initiate one. 3' However, before initiating a
proceeding, the agency is required first to notify the contractor
and request its comments. 35

31 Id. at 34.

32 37 CFR 401.6(j). Thus, one author has concluded that
the procedures have a built-in asymmetry which discourages march
in. See Bar-Shalom et al. , "Patents and Innovation in Cancer
Therapeutics: Lessons from CellPro," 80 The Milbank Quarterly
637,667 (2002) ("The procedures stipulated in Bayh-Dole also
have a built-in asymmetry that discourages march-ins. If an
agency decides not to march-in, the case is over. If it does
decide to march in, the party whose patent is subject to
compulsory licensing can contest the decision, which compels the
agency to defend its action against a party with a strong
financial stake.")

33 37 CFR 401.6(b)

34 Failure to enforce a statute is presumptively
discretionary and therefore unreviewable under the Administrative
Procedure Act. Heckler v. Chaney, 470 U.S. 821, 837-38 (S.Ct.
1985). However, Arno and Davis, n.7, at 689-90, n.366, suggested
that an argument could be made that the detailed requirements in
35 U.S.C. 202 amounts to the kind of guidelines that would render
the agencies' actions reviewable.

35 37 CFR 401.6(b).
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Since 1980, the government has not3 ' exercised march-in rights.
This might37 be an indication that march-in is ineffective
especially since GAO pointed out that agencies do not seek
commercialization reports from contractors and so do not know if
inventions are being commercialized. 3. Nevertheless, there have
been three petitions to the Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) in recent years.

On March 3, 1997, HHS was asked by CellPro, Inc. to march-in
against Johns Hopkins University and its exclusive licensee Baxter
Healthcare Corporation on four patents covering an antibody useful
for the treatment of cancer (U.S. Patents 4,965,204, 4,714,680,
5,035,994 and 5,130,144). The petition was referred to NIH, which
funded the research resulting in the inventions. Dr. Harold
Varmus, the Director of NIH, concluded that march-in proceedings
were not warranted in a decision dated August 8, 1997 39 because
Baxter Healthcare Corporation, an exclusive licensee, had taken
steps to make its product available to the public on reasonable
terms by obtaining European approval and filing for FDA approval.
He also noted that it would be inappropriate for NIH "to provide
for CellPro more favorable commercial terms that it can otherwise
obtain from the Court or from the patent owners. ,,40 This matter was

36 Several authors have suggested that the Government will
never exercise these rights. See Bar-Shalom et al., n.32 and
McCabe, "Implications of the CellPro Determination on Inventions
Made with Federal Assistance: Will the Government Ever Exercise
Its March-in Rights?," 27 Pub. Contr. L.J. 645 (1998). See also
Admiral Rickover, no supporter of the Bayh-Dole Act, considered
that march-in as a safeguard was "largely cosmetic" because in
the rare case of an agency exercising march-in, it would take
years of litigation. The University and Small Business Patent
Procedures Act Hearings, n.7 at 160.

37 To the contrary, Mr. Dunner has suggested the lack of
any march-in by an agency does not mean it is a failure because
there is no evidence of when it should have been used and that
the marketplace would take care of the need for march-in with
significant inventions. See n.25.

3. GAO Report ~Technoloy Transfer: Reporting Requirements
for Federally Sponsored Inventions Need Revision~ (GAO/RCED-99
242), pages 15-16.

39 http://www.nih.gov/news/pr/aug97/nihb-Ol.htm.

40 For a description and analysis of the Cellpro case by
two NIH attorneys, see McGarey and Levey, "Patents, products, and
Public Health: An Analysis of the CellPro March-In Petition," 14
Berkeley Tech. L.J. 1095 (1999). There has been some criticism
of the Cellpro decision. See Bar-Shalom et al. and McCabe, n.36
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complicated by the pending patent infringement suit by Hopkins
against CellPro filed in 1994 and included appeals to the Federal
Circuit, which ultimately sustained the validity and infringement
of the Hopkins' patents. 41

On January 29, 2004, James Love and Sean Flynn filed two
march-in petitions to HHS on behalf of Essential Inventions, Inc.
relying on the Arno-Davis "reasonable pricing" theory. 42 Both
petitions were referred to NIH which funded the research resulting
in the two patented inventions.

One petition related to ritonavir, a drug for the treatment of
AIDS sold under the trade name of Norvir and invented by Abbott
Laboratories under a $3.5 million grant from the National Institute
for Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) (U.S. Patent
6,232,333) . There were other Abbott patents (U.S. Patents
5,541,206, 5,635,523, 5,648,497, 5,674,882, 5,846,987 and
5,886,036) relating to specific formulations or delivery techniques
for Norvir, which may not have been invented under the NIAID grant.

The petition appears to have been a reaction to Abbott· s
increasing the U.S. retail price of Norvir 400% in December 2003
when it shifted from being a primary treatment agent to one used in
small doses to boost the effects of other anti-AIDS medicines.
Norvir has been a very successful drug with total sales of more
than $1 billion since it was introduced although sales fell to $100
million in 2003 from a high of $250 million in 1998. 43

A public meeting was held at NIH on May 25, 2004 to discuss
the petition on the patents owned by Abbott Laboratories on Norvir.
Statements were made by Norman Latker, James Love and former
Senator Birch Bayh, one of the principle co-sponsors of Bayh-Dole

and also Mikhail, ~Hopkins v. CellPro: An Illustration That
Patent Licensing of Fundamental Science Is Not Always in the
Public Interest," 13 Harvard J.L. Tech. 375 (2000).

41

(1998) .
Johns Hopkins Univ. v. CellPro,Inc.,152 F.3d 1342

42 See http://www.essentialinventions.org. Both petitions
requested that HHS issue non-exclusive licenses on the same non
discriminatory terms but suggested that each patent owner receive
a 5% royalty from the generic drug companies.

43 N.Y. Times, "U.S. Won't Override AIDS Drug Patents"
(Aug. 5, 2004).
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and a number of other people from universities and the private
sector."

In a decision dated July 29, 2004 and released on August 4,
2004," Dr. Elias Zerhouni, the Director of NIH, determined that NIH
did "not have information that leads it to believe that the
exercise of march-in rights is warranted." NIH found that the
record establishes that Abbott has met the standard for achieving
practical application by its manufacture, practice and operation of
Norvir and the drug's availability and use by patients with
HIV/AIDS since 1996 and is being actively marketed by Abbott. With
respect to drug pricing, NIH felt "that the extraordinary remedy of
march-in is not an appropriate means of controlling prices .
[which should bel left for Congress to address legislatively."
Further, any anti-competitive behavior by Abbott should be
addressed by the FTC. Essential Inventions responded on August 4,
2004 disagreeing with NIH's decision: "The plain language of the
Bayh-Dole Act says that government-funded inventions should be made
'available to public on reasonable terms.'"4.

The other petition related to latanoprost, a drug for the
treatment for ocular hypertension and glaucoma sold under the trade
name of Xalatan and invented by Columbia University under a grant
from the National Eye Institute and exclusively licensed to
Pharmacia Corporation, now owned by Pfizer (tr , S. Patent
4,599,353) .47 Pfizer owns at least three other u.s. patents
(5,296,504, 5,422,368 and 6,429,226) relating to Xalatan but none
of them were made with federal funds and so are not subject to
march-in. According to the petition, Pfizer sells Xalatan in the
United States for 2-5 times the price charged in Canada and Europe.
The drug is said to cost as much as $65 for a 4-6 week supply
although the cost of the active ingredient is less than 1% of the
sales price. By 2000, the sales of Xalatan were over $500 million
a year. The petition considered this unreasonable in view of the

n.42.

44

45

46

Testimony is available on Essential Invention's website,

http://oTT.od.nih.gov/Reports/March-In-Norvir.pdf.

See n.42.

47 It is of interest that Arno and Davis mentioned this
drug as one where there should have been price controls. See n.8
at 689. An extensive history of this drug is provided by Garth
and Stolberg, "Drug Makers Reap Profits on Tax-Backed Research,"
N.Y. Times, April 23, 2000, at AI. According to this article,
when the patent application was filed in 1982, no drug company
in the United States was interested in a license because of its
unusual approach to treating glaucoma. Id. at A20.
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taxpayer support of the research at Columbia University of over $4
million.

In a decision by Dr. Zerhouni dated September 17, 2004,48
"[alfter careful analysis of the Bayh-Dole Act and considering all
the facts of the case as well as comments received, the National
Institutes of Health . . . determined that it will not initiate a
march-in proceeding as it does not believe such a proceeding is
warranted based on available information and the statutory and
regulatory framework." The basis for the decision was that the
record "demonstrates that Pfizer has met the standard for achieving
practical application of the applicable patents by its manufacture,
practice and operation of latanoprost and the drug's availability
and use by the public." Wi th respect to the lower prices being
charged in Canada and Europe, NIH "believes that the extraordinary
remedy of march-in is not an appropriate means for controlling
prices." Rather, NIH felt that the lower foreign prices should be
"appropriately left for Congress to address legislatively."

"Reasonable Terms" Relate to Licensing
q.

A review of the statute makes it clear thatNPrice charged by
a licensee for a patented product has no direct relevance. As set
forth in 35 U.S.C. 203(a} (l), the agency may initiate a proceeding
if it determines that the contractor or assignee4" has not taken,
or is not expected to take within a reasonable time, effective
steps to achieve practical application of an invention made under
the contract. In most funding agreements, the contractor will be
a university or nonprofit organization. Under the law, the
university does not have to achieve practical application, only
take "effective steps."

If a university is not engaging in any development of its
invention, an agency would need to inquire as to what steps the
university is planning on taking to commercialize in a reasonable
time. Since this involves future action and an undefined time
period,50 it is not clear how an agency should evaluate this. 51 On
the other hand, if the university has licensed a company to make,

48 httg://OTT.od.nih.gov/Regorts/March-in-xalatan.gdf.

49 Under 35 U.S.C. 202 (c) (7), a university is not permitted
to assign its invention without the approval of the agency except
to a patent management organization.

50 Under both Presidential Memoranda, the time period was
three years from the issue date of the patent.

51 A mere statement that a patent is available for
licensing may not be sufficient.
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use and sell the invention, it may be considered as having taken
effective steps even if no sales of the invention have yet to occur
if the licensee is practicing or using the invention. See the
CellPro decision.~

The fact that the definition for "practical application" also
requires that the benefits of the invention must be "available to
the public on reasonable terms" applies only to the licensing by
the contractor, which is what a university would normally do. 53

Further, in any license agreement, the price of the licensed
product is left up to the discretion of the licensees' and if the
license were to specify a minimum sales price, this may constitute
a violation of the antitrust laws. The typical license has a "due
diligence" clause so that if the licensee is not performing
adequately the commercialization, the university can terminate the
license and seek other licensees.

with Norvir, Abbott Laboratories was the contractor instead of
a university and so was responsible for commercialization of that
invention. There was no issue of "reasonable terms" as that term
only applies if there is licensing as explained above
notwithstanding the recent dramatic price increasess and the
substantial'· funding of the research by NIH. Further, since Norvir

52 See n. 39.

S3 We note that NIH handled this a little differently in
the CellPro march-in case where NIH concluded that practical
application had been achieved because the licensee was
manufacturing, practicing and operating the licensed product.
See McGarey and Levey, n.40 at 1101. Of course, in view of the
substantial sales of Xalatan, the benefits of this invention
would have been reasonably available to the public under this
approach.

51 The model IPA contained a requirement that royalties ~be
limited to what is reasonable under the circumstances or within
the industry involved.~ Thus, the focus of reasonable terms was
on the licensing by the universities and not the price of the
licensed product.

55 Essential Inventions, Inc. filed a complaint with the
Federal Trade Commission on January 29, 2004 alleging that the
400% increase in price for Norvir on December 2003 violated the
antitrust laws. The FTC later advised Abbott that it had no
plans to investigate this complaint. See N.Y. Times article
"u.S. Won't Override AIDS Drug Patents" (August 5, 2004)

5. Dr. Jeffrey Leiden, president of Abbot, testified at
the NIH public meeting on May 25, 2004 that the funding was
around $3.5 million. See n.42.
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is available to the public from Abbott either directly or through
other companies which can purchase it from Abbott, there is no
basis to conduct a march-in rights proceeding under 35 u.s.c.
203(1) (a).57 By manufacturing and selling Norvir, Abbott has taken
effective steps to achieve practical application. According to the
petition, the sales of Norvir through 2001 is more than $1 billion
and may reach $2 billion over the next ten years.

There is No Reasonable Pricing Requirement

Arno and Davis maintain that" [tl he requirement for 'practical
application' seems clearly to authorize the federal government to
review the prices of drugs developed with public funding under Bay
Dole terms and to mandate march-in when prices exceed a reasonable
level. ,,58 The authors further suggest that under Bayh-Dole, the
contractor may have the burden to show that it charged a reasonable
price. 5 9 This could be made part of its development or marketing
plan .•0

As we have mentioned previously, there is very little
legislative history on march-in rights and nothing relating to when
it is to be used. Similarly, Arno and Davis acknowledge there is
no clear legislative history on the meaning of "available to the
public on reasonable terms, "., but yet they conclude that "there was
never any doubt that this meant the control of profits, prices and
competitive positions."·2

57

58

59

But see 35 U.S.C. 203(1) (b), the march-in for health.

Arno and Davis, n.8 at 651.

Id. at 653 .

• 0 There is no requirement in Bayh-Dole for contractors to
have such a plan although there is one for Federal laboratories
in 35 U.S.C. 209. In 2000, Congressman Sanders offered an
amendment to HHS appropriations bill H.R. 4577 which would apply
the licensing requirements for Federal laboratories to
universities. See discussion of Sanders' amendment in Arno and
Davis, n.7 at 635 n.12, 666 and 667 n.227. The amendment was not
adopted.

61

62

Arno and Davis, n.8 at 649.

Id. at 662.
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Support for this surprising63 conclusion is said to be found
in unrelated testimony during the Bayh-Dole hearings and other
Government patent policy bills which did not become law as
supplemented by a number of non-patent regulatory cases to show the
phrase "reasonable terms" means "reasonable prices." Even if
"reasonable terms" are interpreted to include price, that does not
necessarily mean that patented drugs funded by the Government must
be sold at reasonable prices.

If Congress meant to add a reasonable pricing requirement, it
would have set forth one explicitly in the law or at least
described it in the accompanying reports. 64 That a new policy could
arise out of silence would truly be remarkable. There was no
discussion of the shift from the "practical application" language
in the Presidential Memoranda and benefits being reasonably
available to the public to benefits being available on reasonable
terms in 35 U.S.C. 203.

On the other hand, there was much debate during the Bayh-Dole
hearings on whether there should be a recoupment provision to
address any windfall profits that a university may make out of
research funded by the Government. 65 There was a recoupment
provision in S. 414 as passed by the Senate but it did not become
law. 6 6 Further, the limitation on the length of an exclusive
license term in Bayh-Dole until 1984 meant that other companies
would have access to the patented technology after 5 years from
first commercial sale or 8 years from date of license.

Then after convincing themselves they have made their case,
the authors criticize Bayh-Dole and the Department of Commerce
implementing regulation in 37 CFR Part 401 for leaving the
enforcement of reasonable prices up to the agencies. 67 Finally, the
authors accuse GAO as committing the "fatal error of confusing

63 Compare this with Arno and Davis' opinion of NIH's
"unbelievable" complaints that price review is beyond its ability
notwithstanding the "countless" cases and "host of" statutes to
the contrary. See n.8 at 651-2.

64 Admiral Rickover in his testimony on Bayh-Dole never
suggested a reasonable pricing requirement as a condition for
allowing universities to retain title to their inventions made
with government funds.

65 S. Rep. 96-480, n.30 at 25-6.

66 Section 204 Return of Government Investment.

67 Arno and Davis, n.8 at 648-49.
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march-in rights with simple working requirements. ,,6B

this criticism is misplaced since there is no
Congress intended there to be a reasonable pricing
Bayh-Dole.

Of course, all
evidence that
requirement in

We submit the interpretation taken by Arno and Davis is
inconsistent with the intent of the Bayh-Dole especially since the
Act was intended to promote the utilization of federally funded
inventions and to minimize the costs of administering the
technology transfer policies. 69 As pointed out by Justice Brennan,
"a thing may be within the letter of the law but not within the
purpose of the law. ,,70 On the other hand, this would not be the
case if agencies were responsible for ensuring reasonable prices
for any patented invention, not just a drug, arising out of federal
funding. Further, one of the stated objectives of Bayh-Dole is to
"protect the public against nonuse or unreasonable7l use."

68

69

Id. at 676, n.273.

35 U.S.C. 200.

70 United Steelworkers of America v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193,
197 (1979), citing Holy Trinity Church v. United States, 143 U.S.
457, 459 (1892) and discussed in Aldisert, "The Brennan Legacy:
The Art of Judging," 32 Loyola L.A. L. Rev. 673, 682-83 (1999).

71 Thus, an agency may march-in for other than non-use of
an invention. See S. Rep. 96-480, n.30 at 30 ("The agencies will
have the power to exercise march-in rights to insure that no
adverse affects resu1t from retention of rights by these
contractors.") As Dr. Ancker-Johnson, former Assistant Secretary
of Commerce, explained that march-in rights is to correct "should
something go wrong" and if there is "any remote possibility of
abuse." The University and Small Business Patent Procedures Act,
Hearings before the Senate Committee on Judiciary, n.7 at 153-54.
Unfortunately, no guidance was given on how to determine what is
an abuse and this may refer to the other march-ins in 35 U.S.C.
203(a) (2)-(4). On the other hand, there may be a situation where
a contractor is using an invention for itself but not making the
benefits of the invention available to the public at all or on
reasonable terms, which could include price. This might be a
basis for march-in as mentioned by David Halperin on page 6 of
his May 2001 paper entitled "The Bayh-Dole Act and March-in
Rights," available at
http://www.essentialinventions.org/legal/norvir/halperinmarchin20
01.pdf although we disagree with the "reasonable pricing"
arguments he adopted from Arno and Davis.
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35 U.S.C. 200.
prices. 1172

It does not provide for nor say "unreasonable

In H.R. 6933, a companion bill to S. 414 which resulted in
Bayh-Dole, there was a march-in rights provision, section 387,
which was similar in part to 35 U.S.C. 203(1} (a). Under 387(a} (1)
of the provision, an agency could terminate the contractor's title
or exclusive rights or require the contractor to grant licenses if
the contractor has not taken and is not expected to take timely and
effective action to achieve practical application in one or more
fields of use. According to the legislative history,73 this section
was "intended to continue existing practice and the [House
Judiciary] COIllIllittee intends that agencies continue to use the
march-in provisions in a restrained and judicious manner as in the
past. "

Although H.R. 6933 was ultimately replaced by S. 414, the
discussion by the House Judiciary COIllIllittee is considered relevant
to 35 U.S.C. 203 because of the similarity in language and that it
is included in the legislative history of Bayh-Dole. Thus, it does
not appear that Congress intended7' that there be any change in the
application of march-in rights by the agencies, which prior to that
time focused on the non-utilization or non-working of federally
funded patented inventions as is evident from the previous
discussion of the history under the Presidential Memoranda and the
IPAs.

We recognize that 35 U.S.C. 203 mentions "available on
reasonable terms" but one has to understand the context of the term
in the s·tatute. As previously mentioned with respect to the
history of march-in and the two recent petitions to HHS, that term
relates only to licensing. Thus, a university licensing its
invention to a drug company which sells the patented product to the
public is fulfilling its responsibility under Bayh-Dole of making

72 Arno and Davis, n.8 at 683, argued that "unreasonable
use" includes unreasonable prices.

73 House Report No. 96-1307, Part 1, House Judiciary
Committee, Sept. 9, 1980, Legislative History of PL 96-517,
reprinted in 1980 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6460, 6474.

74 See Koons Buick Pontiac GMC. Inc. v. Nigh, 125 S.Ct.
460, 468 (2004) where the Supreme Court focused on the lack of
Congressional intent to significantly change the meaning of a
clause by referring to a Sherlock Holmes story in Church of
Scientology of Cal. v. IRS, 484 U.S. 9, 17-18 (1987) ("All in all,
we think this is a case where common sense suggests, by analogy
to Arthur Conan Doyle's 'dog that didn't bark'''). It is
remarkable that there is no discussion in the legislative history
of Bayh-Dole about a reasonable pricing requirement.
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the benefits of the invention available to the public on reasonable
terms.

Although we disagree with the interpretation of 35 U.S.C. 203
by Arno and Davis, Congress could decide to amend Bayh-Dole to
impose a reasonable pricing requirement. However, we would not
recommend such a change because of the difficulty in determining
what is "reasonable. ,,75 Furthermore, that would make any7. patent
license granted by a Government contractor or grantee subject to
attack, which would discourage or inhibit the commercialization of
Government-funded technology, one of the primary purposes of the
Act. 77

It is of interest that NIH had a reasonable pricing policy
several years ago. In October 1991, NIH put a reasonable pricing
clause in an exclusive patent license with Bristol-Myers-Squibb for
the use of ddI to treat AIDS. 7• Around this time, NIH also had a

75 See testimony by Dr. Bernadine Healy on Feb. 24, 1993
that NIH is not equipped, either by its expertise or its
legislative mandate, to analyze private sector product pricing
decisions. See Arno and Davis, n.B at 670, n.245, citing Daily
Rep. for Executives (BNA) , No.9 (Feb. 25, 1993). Such a
determination would be further complicated by when it is done
because of the long time and money it takes to get to get a drug
to market.

76 Although 35 U.S.C. 203 applies only to nonprofit
organizations and small business firms, it was expanded to large
businesses by 35 U.S.C. 210(c).

77 This could be especially damaging for biotech
inventions. See McCabe, n.36 at 645. However, a contrary view
is taken by Eberle, "March-In Rights Under the Bayh-Dole Act:
Public Access to Federally Funded Research," 3 Marq.Intell.Prop.
L.Rev.155 (1999) ("I argue, by contrast, that a march-in under
one of the four circumstances enumerated in the Act would not
harm technology transfer.").

78 Hearing before the Subcommittee on Regulation, Business
Opportunities, and Energy of House Committee on Small Business,
102nd Cong., 1st sess., 1991 at 9. When then Congressman Wyden
asked about objections to this policy at NIH, Dr. Healy, the
Director, explained that "we are not interested in price setting,
but we are interested in using our leverage." Hearing, id. at
22. She repeated later that NIH should not be involved in price
setting. Hearing before Subcommittee on Regulation, Business
Opportunities, and Technology of House Committee on Small
Business, 103rd Cong., 1st sess., 1993 at 16.
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reasonable pricing clause in all its CRADAS. 79 Dr. Harold Varmus,
the Director of NIH, withdrew the reasonable pricing requirement in
its CRADAs in 1995 after convening panels of scientists and
administrators in Government, industry, universities and patient
advocacy groups to review this policy. BO In a recent report to
Congress, NIH acknowledges that II [tlhe cost of prescription drugs
is a legitimate public concern that exists whether or not a drug
was developed from a technology arising from federally funded
research . . . [but NIHl has neither the mandate nor authority to
be the arbiter of drug affordability."B1

Conclusion

It is our opinion that there is no reasonable price
requirement under 35 U.S.C. 203(1) (a) (1) considering the words of
this section, the legislative history and the prior history and
practice of march-in rights. Rather, this provision is to assure
that contractor utilizes or commercializes the funded invention. B2
However, that does not mean that the price charged for a drug
invented with Government funding is never a concern to the funding
agency. There are other mechanisms to address this concern,
including the health march-in of 35 U.S.C. 203 (1) (a) (2), the
Government license in 35 U.S.C. 202(c) (4) and eminent domain in 28
U. S. C. 1498 (a) . B3 In addition, NIH asserted co-inventorship in AZT
which contributed to reducing the cost for this important AIDS drug

79 Arno and Davis suggest that march-in rights apply to
CRADAs although they are not funding agreements as defined by
Bayh-Dole. See n.8 at 645. However, CRADAs have their own
march-in rights provision in 15 U.S.C. 3710a(b) (1) (B) and (C)
although it is more limited than 35 U.S.C. 203 and does not refer
to "practical application." The only mention of reasonable terms
is with respect to a license to be granted by the Government in
3710a(b) (l)B(i). Similarly, there is a march-in like right in
the licensing of a Government-owned invention provided in 35
U.S.C. 209(f) (2) and (4) under which the Government may terminate
the license.

80 See C.6 of the NIH Response to the Conference Report
Request in the FY 2001 DHHS Appropriation for a Plan to Ensure
Taxpayers' Interests are Protected (July 2001), available online
at http://www.nih.gov/news/07010Iwyden.htm.

81 NIH Report to Congress on "Affordability of Inventions
and Products" (July 2004), available at http://ott.od.nih.gov/New
Pages!211856ottrept.pdf, pg. 4.

82

83

See Alstadt, n.24 at 81.

See McGarey and Levey, n.40 at 1113-15.
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sold by Burroughs Wellcome even though the claim of co-ownership
was not sustained in court. B4 Finally, discriminatory pricing of
drugs, whether or not invented with Government funds, may fall
within the responsibility of the Federal Trade Commission. B5

12th Draft
3/12/05

84 See Lacey et al., "Technology Transfer Laws Governing
Federally Funded Research and Development," 19 Pepp.L.Rev. 1,2
(1991) and Ackiron, "The Human Genome Initiative and the Impact
of Genetic Testing and Screening Technologies: Note and Comment:
Patents for Critical Pharmaceuticals: The AZT Case,"
17 Am.J.L. and Med. 145 (1991). Dr. Healy explained that the
licensing of AZT by NIH was to lower Burroughs-Wellcome's price,
which went from $8-10,000 to $2,000. Hearing before the
Subcommittee on Regulation, Business Opportunities, and Energy of
House Committee on Small Business, 102nd Cong., 1st sess., 1991
at 23.

85 See NIH decision on the Norvir march-in petition, n.45.
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Patent Bill Returns Bright Idea to Inventor
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businessmen. Of the 30,000 inventions
now in the government's patent portfo
lio, an estimated 4 percent have been li
censed, and even fewer make it to mar
ket. One reason is that the government
insists on issuing "nonexclusive" li
censes-which means that any number
of companies can jump in along the road
to development and marketing (though
few take the chance). Another reason,
say many researchers, is that the govern
ment doesn't know how to market an in
vention. The further one goes from the
source of the idea. the inventor, the less
one knows about how to put it to work.

The government is not all thumbs,
however. To help cut through this web.
federal agencies over the years have
worked out agreements with certain uni
versities that show a knack for peddling
their inventions to companies that will
produce them. Called Institutional Pat
ent Agreements (IPA), they allow a
university to become the owner of a pat
ented invention resulting from federally
funded research and to give an exclusive
license to a company for up to 5 years.
IPA's are few and far between, however.
They are in place at only 72 HEW grant
ee institutions and, out of 1200 institu-

Critics of such legislation, who in the
past have railed about the "giveaway of
public funds," have grown unusually quiet.

And in the process it would help federally funded
inventors and their institutions to pick up a little cash

lation. And the critics of such legislation, tions that receive National Science
who in the past have railed about the Foundation funds, they are in place at
"giveaway of public funds," have grown about 20. And not many more are ex
unusually quiet. The reason seems clear. pected, since the agencies are con
Industrial innovation has become a buzz servative in identifying institutions that
word in bureaucratic circles. The White have what it takes to promote tech
House, for instance, is about to release-a nology transfer.
study on how to cure the alleged decline The Bayh-Dole bill goes beyond the
in the innovative spirit within U.S. in- IPA concept in that it makes no dis
dustry. The patent-transfer people have tinction between institutions that have a
latched onto this issue. It is about time, knack for marketing their inventions and
they say, to cut the red tape that saps the those that do not. It says any university
incentive to be inventive. or small business can manage its own in-

The way things currently stand, the in- vention better than the government can.
centive is indeed small. Years can slip by The IPA, moreover, is limited to inven
before a funding agency decides whether tions discovered on government grants,
or not to return patent rights to an inven- not contracts. Not so with Bayh-Dole.
tor's organization, and, as often as not, Most everyone on any kind of funding is
the agencies decide to hold on tight. The covered, with the exception of big busi
agencies, moreover, prove to be poor ness, and that is mostly for tactical rea-
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Procedures Act (SA14), is coauthored by
Birch Bayh (Di-Ind.), chairman of the
Senate Judiciary Committee's subcom
mittee on the Constitution, and Robert
Dole (R-Kan.).

The bill would let any federally funded
university or small business make some
money off their bright ideas. Say, for in
stance, that a researcher on a Depart
ment of Energy (DOE) grant came up
with a cost-efficient way of converting
coal into gasoline. Under the bill, the in
venting organization could apply for a
patent-without waiting for permission
from DOE-and then license the idea to
a company for up to 8 years. A portion
of the money made during commer
cialization would be returned to the in
venting organization with the stipulation
that the funds, over and above adminis
trative expenses and a fee to the inven
tor, be used to support further scientific
research.

Not only university researchers are
backing the bill. A study by the Depart
ment of Commerce has recommended
the exclusive licensing of patents derived
from federally funded research. The
General Accounting Office (GAO) has
come out in favor of the Bayh-Dole legis-

When your innovative idea gets tied
up by piles of paperwork and months of
delay as Washington dawdles over
whether to let you market the thing or
not, nasty thoughts about U.S. patent
policy are never far off.

Just ask Sydney E. Salmon, a biomed
ical researcher at the University of Ari
zona. In 1977,Salmon and another scien
tist found that by growing human tumor
cells in a Petri dish and adding anticancer
drugs, they could predict what drug or
combination of drugs would best shrink a
patient's tumor. The method could also
be used to screen the effectiveness of
new anticancer drugs.

Salmon wanted to patent the tech
nique. But since the salary of one re
searcher in the lab was paid by the De
partment of Health. Education, and Wel
fare (HEW), all rights reverted to the
agency. To make sure the method did
not just sit on a government shelf,
Salmon on 5 July 1977 asked HEW for
the patent rights. and on 29 July pub
lished his results in Science. An editorial
in the New England Journal of Medicine
soon took note of the technique, and
even Time ran a story on it. Not long af
terwards, drug companies showed up at
Salmon's door, wanting to market the
method. HEW, however, had not yet
ruled on the patent rights, and the com
panies soon lost interest. It took until
March of this year-in all some 20
months-before HEW finally decided to
hand over the rights. The drug com
panies are only now starting again to ask
about licensing the patent rights.

"This invention will spare cancer pa
tients from receiving toxic drugs which
we can predict would be of no benefit,"
Salmon recently told a Senate hearing.
"Yet this slow process of gaining HEW
approval delayed its availability to the
public by at least I year."

It is an oft-told tale on Capitol Hill
these days. A steady stream of inventors
has been showing up at hearings to com
plain about the bureaucratic knots that
tie up the transfer of patents derived
from federally funded research. Their
goal is to boost new legislation, and it
Seems to be working. Support has been
building for a Senate bill that would auto
matically give patent rights to. universi
ties and small businesses. The bill, the
University and Small Businesses Patent
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sons. "We'd like to extend it to every- industrial innovation. "If the results of
body," said one Senate aide, "but if we federally sponsored R&D do not reach
did. the bill would never have a chance the consumer in the form of tangible ben
of passing." Such was the situation sev- efits, the government has not completed
eral years ago when similar patent legis- its job and has not been a good steward
lation that applied to aU businesses was of the taxpayer's money," said the advi
introduced. Consumer advocates and sory subcommittee on patents and infor
trustbusters at the time cried giveaway mation chaired by Robert Benson of Al
and monopoly, and the bill soon died. lis-Chalmers Corp. "The right to exclude

To further mute critics this time others conferred by a patent or an exclu
around, the Bayh-Dole bill also has a sive license under a patent may be the
payback clause. This would provide a only incentive great enough to induce the
payment to the federal agency that fund- investment needed for development and
ed the project, provided the patent marketing of products:'
proved to be a money-maker. It would Foes of the legislation are few, but
give the government 50 percent of all net they do exist. One is Admiral Hyman
income above $250.000 received by a Rickover, the Navy's veteran apostle of
university from licensing an invention- nuclear-powered ships. The reason so
not to exceed, however. tfie amount of many government-owned patents are not
government funding in the first place. It used, he recently told a Senate hearing,
sounds straightforward, but some re- is that the vast majority of them are
searchers see problems with it. "In ar- worthless. "These patents are filed de
riving at a remuneration formula, is the fensively, or as status symbols. Other
government support to be determined on times an inventor simply misjudges the
the basis of one year? Two years? Ten attractiveness of his ideas .... In my
years?" asked Baruch S. Blumberg, a opinion, the bill overemphasizes the im
Nobel laureate who recently testified on portance of patents, and, if enacted,
behalf of the bill.• 'Some grants are now would divert attention and resources of
in their 20th year. Resolution of this the government agencies away from
question could become an accounting their main functions."
nightmare." Rickover also criticized as cosmetic a

Despite such problems, which accord- provision in the bill for march-in rights
ing to Senate aides will be ironed out in (which let the government take back the
conference, the bill has gained consid- patent ifit feels a discovery is being mar
erable congressional support. It has 28 keted too slowly). The government has
cosponsors that range the political spec- had march-in rights since 1963, he said,
trum from Senator George McGovern but it has never used them. "To be in a
(D-S.D.) to Senator Strom Thurmond position to exercise these rights a gov
(R-S.C.).ldenticallegislation (H.R.2414) emment agency would have to stay in
has been introduced in the House by Pe- volved in the plans and actions of its pat
ter Rodino (D-N.J.), chairman of the ent holders and check up on them. If a
House Judiciary Committee. government agency ever decided to ex-

The GAO has also given its seal of ap- ercise its march-in rights and the patent
proval to the bill. "We believe a clear holder contested the action, no doubtthe
legislative statement of uniform, govern- dispute would be litigated for years."
merit-wide patent policy is long over- Though Rickover came down hard
due," said Elmer B. Staats, Comptroller against the bill, other traditional foes of
General, in testimony before Senator such legislation have eased up. The Jus
Bayh's subcommittee on the Constitu- tice Department, usually hostile to any
tion. He noted, moreover, that a recent thing that smacks of monopoly, says it is
GAO study showed that HEW and other reassessing its position. An aide to Sena
departments have been moving from tor Russell Long (D-La.), a veteran
what was once a liberal policy on the backer of government-held patents, has
transfer of patent rights to one that is told Bayh's staff that the senator will not
much more conservative. He said "an "actively oppose" the bill. And Senator
easingof the red tape leading to determi- Gaylord Nelson (D-Wis.), a longtime
nations of rights in inventions would foe who asked the Administration to sus
bring about an improvement of this rec- pend new rules for IPA's last year so he
ord." could hold hearings to see if they were a

In a move that may gain Adrninistra- "giveaway" of public funds, is not ac
tion support for the bill, a Commerce De- tively opposing the bill, according to his
partment study has backed the idea of staffers.
granting exclusive licenses from federal- With the opposition not putting up
Iy funded research. The recommenda- their usual fight. is the bill a sure thing?
tions grew out of an Administration do- Not quite, say several Senate aides.
mestic policy review on problems with Continued on page 476
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Continued from page 474

They concede, that the biggest hurdle to
overcome is the weight of conventional
wisdom. It goes something like this.
Such a bill would permit the founding of
monopolies that can charge high prices
for the fruits of tax-aided research. It's a
free lunch, say the critics, and it's not
fair. One Senate aide who was skeptical
of the bill put it this way. "At the stroke
of a pen," he said, "you are creating bil
lions of dollars of property that did not
exist before, property that is created
with taxpayer support. We are not about
to jump on the bandwagon. We have an

obligation to the public and to other pat
ent holders. We want to make sure this is
good public policy before we start tout
ing its wonders."

For more than 30 years, the govern
ment has operated on the assumption
that the economic rewards from federal
ly funded R&D should be captured by
the government. or shared only grudg
ingly with others, since public funds
were used. Hence, the government's col
lection of 30,000 patents. That policy,
however, has not produced an astound
ing record of economic returns,and the
conventional wisdom on public money

and private gain may be in the midst of
change. The innovation "lag," more
over, is becoming pop drama, as evi
denced not only by the Administration's
domestic policy review but by media
coverage such as the 4 June Newsweek
cover story on innovation, subtitled
"Has America lost its edge?" The winds
of opinion are shifting. It may no longer
take a leap of logic to see that good pub
lic policy might include a. modicum of
private gain, especially when thealterna
tive is patent portfolios that gather dust
on government shelves.

-WILLIAM J. BROAD

Whistle Blower Reinstated at HEW

.'0- I

For more than a decade, Norman J. Latker, while work
ing as patent counsel for HEW, urged the department to
give the patents derived from HEW-funded research back
to the universities that originally did the work. During this
time, HEW patent policy became a model for many federal
agencies. Then, last December, Latker was bounced out of
government service after denouncing an attempt by his su
periors to put a lid on patent transfers. He has now, how
ever, been reinstated.

Latker returned to his post as HEW patent counsel at the
end of July. The action was called for by a civil service
review board that overturned Latker's firing on procedural
grounds. HEW, which hedged for I month before com
menting on the action ofthe review board, has decided not
to appeal the ruling.

The reinstatement is timely. Support is now building for
the Bayh-Dole patent bill, and Latker's return to HEW is
seen by many university researchers and patent-transfer
fans, to whom Latker is something of a hero, as a shot in
the arm for their cause.

Latker is anything but a revolutionary. A 22-year veteran
of government service, with 15 of them in HEW's patent
office, he is credited with helping develop such mild-man
nered innovations as Institutional Patent Agreements
(IPA), which aid the flow of patent rights from government
to universities. The story of their rise at HEW is simple. In
1968, the Government Accounting Office (GAO) investi
gated the pharmaceutical programs at the National Insti
tutes of Health (NIH) and found no evidence that drugs
developed with NIH support ever reached the public. GAO
blamed the lack of technology transfer on HEW's practice
of retaining all rights to inventions.

After a departmental shake-up in 1969,Latker helped de
velop a system whereby HEW automatically gave patent
rights to the university where a discovery was made and
allowed it to license the patent to a private company. which
could then develop and market the product. Such IPA's
were issued only to universities with a good track record of
technology' transfer. Latker, however, also urged the trans
fer of patent rights to universities without such an IPA,
eventually releasing 30 to 40 patents a year on such a case
by-case basis. For some time everything sailed along
smoothly. Then in August 1977, Latker was ordered to
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send all requests for patent waivers up to the HEW general
counsel's office. And there they sat. Up until that time,
Latker had final say on patent transfers. But no more. The
public position of HEW was that all patent matters were
"under study," and that no one in the general counsel's
office was quite sure just when the review would be fin
ished.

By the fall of 1978, more than 30 requests for individual
patents and three requests for IPA's were gathering dust in
the general counsel's office. Universities got upset and
complained to Congress. So did Latker.

In September 1978, Senator Dole accused HEW of
"pulling the plug" on biomedical research. To support the
charge, he quoted an internal memorandum from the HEW
general counsel's office. "Recent experience with the high
cost of proliferating health care technology, " it read, "sug
gests that there may be circumstances in which the Depart
ment would wish to restrict or regulate the availability and
cost of inventions made with HEW support." HEW Secre
tary Califano and his advisers had decided to wage war on
"runaway medical technology." One way to do so was ap
parently to deny universities the-transfer of patent rights
from government-funded research. On l3 September 1978
Dole and Bayh held a press conference and announced a
bill that would cut through the backlog. HEW responded
quickly. The next day Califano ordered his staff to transfer
the patents back to the universities. Within weeks, HEW
released 20 of the 30 patents. Soon afterward they also re
leased Latker.

Departmental spokesmen now insist that Latker was not
given the boot for blowing the whistle on HEW. Latker
was dismissed.ithey say, because his superior, Richard
Beattie said Latker did not meet "professional standards,"
and because of "specific instances" of misconduct in
cluding "forms of lobbying flat out forbidden by the gov
ernment's codes of conduct."

Latker recently told Science, however, that official
charges were never brought against him. He was simply
fired. But now that the civil service has reinstated him and
HEW has decided not to appeal the ruling, Latker says he
is simply glad to be back. "It's been a difficult period in my
life," he says. "I'm happy to once again have the chance
to work with the department."-W.J.B. -:
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SUPA Mee t i ng
February 6, 1984
washington, D.C.

RESEARCH AGREEMENTS AND THE LONG TERM

by Edward L. MacCordy
Washington University

Collaborating with industry on research programs they sponsor in

the university has proved to be an interesting and productive experience for

us at Washington University, and we believe for the companies involved. On

the whole these research arrangements have involved us in a variety of

situations different from our long and continuing experience with government

research sponsors. We enjoy the close, cooperative working relationship

which has developed with company management, their scientists and even their

attorneys. There have been problems but working them out has proved the

original intent of both parties, that these be truly collaborative programs.;

And let's not forget, this is a relatively new experience, one from which we

are continuing to learn.

For example, we have two major hybridoma contracts which will expire

this year. They have provided us with about $5~ million in research support

for three years. The research has been very successful, producing more output

than the company labs, production facilities and marketing systems could absorb.

Compounding the situation, the product objectives of the companies have changed.

Continuation of this line of research into the future is no longer compatible

with corporate development plans. So, we have been exploring the alternatives

of continuing the program under sponsorship of one or more new companies,

or possibly instigating a research and development limited partnership which

would provide $12-$15 million in contract support for a five year period.



In another case, our$2S million, five year biomedical research

program with Monsanto, the venture has been pleasingly productive as indicated

by a constantly increasing presence in our laboratories of their patent attorneys.

The other day I was told they anticipate a need for 2~ patent attorneys full time

to deal with the research output.

These industrial research contracts essentially represent the inte

gration into a single cooperative venture of activities which previously were

separate and independent. These agreements provide (1) support for a broad

area of scientific research, (2) a faculty proposal system, (3) a collaborative

peer review project selection process, (4) a company monitoring system for

early detection and disclosure of inventions (both patentable and not), (5) a

process for the immediate filing of patent applications by company attorneys

in the university's name, (6) cooperative efforts between our scientists and'

theirs to transfer the technology to their labs for scale up and commercialization,

and (7) an established framework, including basic terms, for licensing any new

technology to the company. It's a comprehensive, efficient and productive

arrangement for technology creation and transfer which is especially cost

effective for the university. But, this approach to technology transfer is

not necessarily adaptable to all areas of science and technology nor to all

companies, even major ones.

So, today, I would like to deal with industrial sponsorship of

university research in the context of a set of technology transfer methods:as

only one of the productive methods available in conducting that total transfer

process. The agenda of this meeting treats some other elements of a compre

hensive.technology transfer program. All are useful in the right circumstances,

and there are always new concepts on the horizon which will find their proper

place in !ime.
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To understand and appreciate where universities are today and

especially where they are heading in their technology transfer activities,

it is helpful to understand the history of developments in this area.

The early days must have involved a very few mavericks dedicated

to bringing research results out of the university lab for public benefit;

men who realized that publication in scientific journals, though very

desirable for other reasons, none the less represented an ineffective transfer

method devoid of incentive for anyone but the university scientist.

In 1912 Professor Cottrell used his patents on the electrostatic

precipitator to establish Research Corporation which continues to provide

patent management service to educational institutions to this day. I believe

one of my neighbo.rs, St. Louis University, used Research Corp. many years

ago to obtain and manage a vitamin patent which thereafter provided support'

to the university's department of Biochemistry for years. Like all of us

though, Research Corp. had bad days as well as good in this game of technology

roulette. At one time it had assigned to it by MIT the Forester invention

on the magnetic core used in computer memory devices. Apparently in the 1950's

not desiring to do battle in court with IBM, the invention was reassigned to

MIT which went on to settle the case and earn millions on one of the biggest

financial winners in university history.

Of course much earlier, in 1925, the unique and famous WARF, the

Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, was founded with assets of $900 and

Professor Steenbock's vitamin D invention. WARF has been fantastically

successful with at least two big winners, Vitamin D and Warfrin, and has paid

over 100 million dollars to the University of Wisconsin since its founding,

an exceptional feat. However, it should be realized that the WARF success

story is not one of patent management alone. In those early days the director

was not so foolish as to dissipate his major royalty income by investing it
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solely in the university's research. No, he played the stock market and

built up a critical mass of investments for WARF endowment. To this day

WARF possesses a major endowment and is an active venture capital investor

in local companies. Although royalty income produces a million dollars or

so a year for the university, investment income trebles or quadruples that

amount.

There is only one WARF and it has courageously done what few of

us, except MIT and in the near future maybe Stanford, would entertain doing,

becoming involved in major litigation. Currently it is a co-defendant in

an$82million product liability suit and going back to 1944 it was

involved in infringement and invalidation litigation over the vitamin

D patent .. As an interesting sidelight concerning the practice of field

of-use licensing,since WARF was in the great dairy state of Wisconsin, oleo;

margarine manufacturers were denied licenses to this patent. So much for

mixing politics and patents.

This brings me to the mid 1960's, to what might be termed the start

of the 15 years struggle for ownership by universities of patents derived

from government sponsored research. A famous GAO study of that era concerning

the use of results from research in medicinal chemistry, reported that industry

would no longer cooperate in commercializing new drugs from HEW research and

interest by university's scientists in developing new drugs was decreasing. At

that time HEW was very resistant to patenting and exclusive licensing of

inventions. Instead, the Department preferred to dedicate inventions to the

public through the publication process thereby making them freely available

to all. ·In taking this position HEW relied on a 1924 opinion of the Attorney

General that agencies could not grant exclusive licenses under government

owned patents without specific statutory authority. This question was to

reappear in litigation in the mid 70's.
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This GAO study resulted in a new and enlightened era at HEW focused

on the extensive use of a liberal Institution Patent Agreement, the famous

IPA's which technically still exist. Norm Latker, then Patent Counsel for

HEW, administered the IPA program in such a manner as to develop a nation

wide interest by universities in patent management. Through his efforts a

productive relationship between universities and HEW was developed based on

mutual respect and cooperation. In not too many years Norm's extraordinary

dedication would come very close to costing him the loss of a lifelong career

of outstanding government service.

By the early 70's the number of experienced university patent

administrators was still small but there was a sizeable group of us eager to

learn and to seek massive riches through licensing for our institutions in

the grand style of WARF and MIT. These administrators started getting toge~er

in Chicago at the University/Industry forums put on by Dvorkovitz and Associates.

At these forums they could present their patent portfolios, if any, to licensing

representatives from industry and had an opportunity to learn how companies

handled the licensing of new technology. Above all else they made valuable

personal contacts in industry whom they could calIon for assistance in the

future.

Organized and effective communication among university patent

administrators, of which this meeting is a continuing part, commenced on October

15-16, 1974 at a special gathering on Technology Transfer organized by Allan

Moore at Case Western Reserve University. About 100 university administrators

attended along with representatives from government and interested patent

management firms including Research Corp, Dvorkovitz, Battelle Development

Corp., and Arthur D. Little. Discussions started at that meeting continue to

this day on such fundamentals as institutional patent policy, organization of

the patent administration function, evaluating disclosures, filing patent
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applications, and how to market inventions and draft license agreements. It

is notable that Howard Bremer's caution to the attendees, that on average

only one out of five hundred disclosures would ultimately produce income,

did little to discourage us. Apparently the odds have improved with time.

Another momentous event occurred at this meeting. Quietly and without

announcement, a few of the attendees met in a back room and founded this

SUPA organization.

About this time several major events occurred which would severely

impact university technology transfer. Almost unnoticed until years later,

at least in the technology transfer field, was the development in 1975 of

hybridoma technology by Kohler and Milstein in England. The biotechnology

revolution was well under way. For better or worse these English scientists

were not as fortunate as Professors Boyer and Cohen. They did not have a ,

Niels Reimers rushing to the British Patent Office to establish their owner

ship of this new revolutionary technology, not even in their home country.

The year before in 1974, three court cases of overwhelming importance

attracted the attention of every university patent administrator. These were

the two Public Citizen cases involving the General Services Administration

and the case of Washington Research Project vs. HEW Secretary Weinberger.

The plaintiffs in all three cases were Mr. Nader's consumer advocate organi

zations. The first two cases essentially claimed that exclusive licensing

by a government agency of a government owned patent was illegal because it

involved the disposal of government property without statutory authority.

The court ruled in favor of the plaintiffs which could have resulted in the

termination of all Institutional Patent Agreements with universities and the

voiding of all licenses of inventions derived from government sponsored research.

Fortunately the ruling was overturned on appeal but only on a technicality.

The Nader forces could have refiled the case and probably would have won. The
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The need for Patent legislation was becoming urgent.

The Washington Research Project case involved the issue of whether

university research proposals could be withheld from release under the Freedom

of Information Act using the "trade secret" exemption, Le., the 4th exemption.

Of course one risk was that if research designs contained in proposals were

instantly releasable to the public on request, this might well constitute

publication under patent law. The court ruled that research designs submitted

in grant applications were not exempt from disclosure since, in the words of

the court, "it defies common sense to pretend that university scientists

are engaged in trade and commerce." A footnote in the decision saved the day by

stating that the possibility of commercial activity was not absolutely precluded

simply because no evidence of it had been presented by the Government in Court.

Thus was laid the somewhat shaky basis for administrative case by case deter;

mination concerning public release that is still in use.

In a brief description I cannot do justice to the struggle for

statutory authority which took place over the next few years and which finally

resulted in the passage of PL 96-517, the University and Small Business Patent

Act. Norm Latker, Howard Bremer, Niels Reimers, Roger Ditzel, Art Smith and

many others fought a multi year uphill battle against some of the strongest

forces in this town, including powerful Senators and Congressmen, Ralph Nader,

Admiral Rickover, and the leading patent counsels of various Government agencies.

Victory finally came with the passage of PL96-517 in 1981 and was quickly

followed by a final skirmish with patent attorneys from several mission agencies

still determined to salvage what power they could during the drafting of

implementing regulations, now OMB Circular A-124.

A fresh, invigorating era was dawning for university technology

transfer. Everything seemed to be falling into place just at the right time.

The Carter Administration's Domestic Policy Review had focused the nation's
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attention on lagging innovation and productivity, and had identified what

was termed a "gap" in research relations between the country's universities

and industry. PL 96-517 blessed exclusive licensing by universities thereby

removing industry's long held concern over possible loss of exclusive rights

from research they might sponsor in universities. No longer need they fear

contamination of their invention rights by closely related government sponsored

research, a fact that made universities a much more attractive research resource.

The climate was further enhanced by changes in the tax law designed

to encourage industry to undertake more research. Special R&D tax benefits

were offered for industrial investment in university research. But beyond

that the tax code now encouraged the formation of research and development

limited partnerships, a means to stimulate a greater national investment in

R&D beyond that being made by government and industry. ,

Finally, the biotechnology revolution was ushered in by the new

technologies of hybridomas and genetic engineering. The 1980 Chakabarty

decision by the Supreme Court cleared the way for patenting of the new life

forms which would be produced from these revolutionary technologies. Uni

versities would be essential players in the high stakes biotechnology game

since their biological scientists were now a scarce, valuable and essential

resource. The same phenomena had occurred briefly and on a smaller scale a

few years earlier when computer and X-ray technologies were merged to produce

the computerized tomographic scanner and computer scientists at several uni

versities found themselves highly valued by X-ray companies. But the bio

technology revolution would bring both opportunities and challenges of a type

and scale never before faced by universities.

Niels Reimers would extend his role as a leading innovator in patent

management by filing and prosecuting the basic and somewhat controversial

Boyer-Cohen patent applications, technology which would quickly earn a couple
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of million dollars in licensing fees for Stanford and Cal. Whether he has a

tiger by the tail is yet to be seen but most certainly this will be a bench

mark example for university patent administrators.

Steve Atkinson would suffer through Harvard's proposal to join with

their Professor Patashne and others in the creation of another Genentech

ending up two years later with an offer instead to 200 companies to license the

Patashne patents, resulting in a somewhat disappointing response from industry.

Agrigenetics would raise $55 million under an RDLP and pose new and

different licensing issues for a dozen or so universities who were the recipients

of the RDLP's research contracts.

Multi-million dollar research contracts which had appeared earlier

between Exxon and MIT, and Monsanto and Harvard would suddenly pop up at

Massachusetts General Hospital, Washington University, Rockefeller University

University and elsewhere, inviting Congressional and press skepticism about the

University's ability to avoid corruption except under government sponsorship.

And all the time with little fanfare the universities continued

development of programs to license the technology derived from research sponsored

by government and other non-commercial organizations.

It is appropriate now to reflect on what universities should be

accomplishing and how this can best be done. Ten years ago at the Case Western

Reserve meeting Howard Bremer observed that our purpose was not necessarily

to make money for the university but to transfer technology for public benefit.

In a 1980 article Niels Reimers reported that with few exceptions a University

Licensing Office is economically viable only if one or more "big hit" inventions

come along. It should be obvious by now that both patent and research admini

strators should employ the most cost effective transfer arrangements. Further,

they should be concerned with more than just obtaining and licensing patentable

inventions for the purpose of enriching their institutions.
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Our university laboratories are staffed by over 50,000 innovative,

doctorial level scientists and engineers engaged in creative research and

development in every field of technology, not just biotechnology. Patent

and copyright licensing is of limited effectiveness by itself as a technology

transfer method, as is publication in professional journals. Research

collaborations with industry add another dimension to technology transfer

of significant value in certain situations.

But the opportunities which lie ahead may enhance university

technology transfer beyond what we presently can imagine. In the future

RDLP's may be used extensively by universities to finance research alliances

with the small, capital-poor, but extremely energetic and innovative high

tech companies in many fields. Multi-million dollar RDLP's and venture

capital pools are being proposed (one talks of a $1 billion dollar fund)

to finance appropriate research at a consortium of universities with the

intent of transferring patented and unpatented intellectual property to start

up companies created, staffed and financed by the general partner or venture

capitalist. Could this help us to retain our faculty members if we would

take and share equity positions in lieu of royalties? Will such high tech

ventures put greater emphasis on the commercial potential of new technology

and less on its patent potential.

I am confident that more new ideas will appear soon. Such opportunities

are not for the timid or the unimaginative, and take note that they will be

accompanied by constant pressure to integrate university research and intellect

ual property administration, one way or another.

Idle dreaming? Ten years ago at the Case Western Reserve meeting

much of what you are discussing in the SUPA program here, today and tomorrow,

as well as what is actually happening now in university technology transfer,

would have been dismissed as impractical or objectionable, or both.
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TWO CULTURES IN THE LABORA:rORY

.The public at-large has shown increasing interest in what goes on

in the laboratories dedicated to research and development in our nation,

and this is fostered by an increasing attention to these matters in the

public press and on television. The public, however, is sometimes confused

about What actually transpires, and particularly about the purposes and

intents of the people responsible for the action. This confusion, it

appears to me, is in part due to the ill-advised use of certain terms,

and sometimes it is the scientist himself who is responsible for the con-

fusing usage. It is my purpose in what follows to try to find some useful

order in what currently approaches chaos.

There are two quite distinct cultures in this country. One of these

is housed largely in the laboratories of our universities and medical

schools. The other is the predominant activity of the laboratories·of

the industrial sector. In the academic environment there is opportunity

for science to prosper. "Science" derives from the Latin word for knowl-

edge. It treats [1arge1i of ideas and stands in contrast to technology,

which is emphasized in many industrial laboratories. "Technology" stems

from a Greek root meaning art or craft. It deals largely with things--

materials, instruments, machines, and sometimes methods. Science and

techn,ology ate both among the creative activities of the human mind and

the human hand. They are extraordinarily valuable activities. They are

interdependent and they interdigitate very closely, but they are not the
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same. The frequent linkage of the two words by the conjunction "and"

does not in any sense imply identity, any more than it does for "bacon

and eggs." It is generally relatively easy to tell the bacon from the

eggs. It is also relatively easy usually to distinguish the science from

the technology. Science progresses through the performance of research,

while technology proceeds by the conduct of development. Again, as with

bacon and eggs, although research and development (R &D) are often spoken

•
of in one breath and often appear as a single budgetary item, they are not

identical. In almost every instance, the person working in the laboratory

will. know perfectly well whether he is doing research or doing development.

It should be noted that the very same person may alternate his activities

between research.and development. Thus, he may spend the morning develop-

ing an instrument or a method in order that he can apply it to a 'research

problem,in the afternoon devoted to an understanding of a fundamental

mechanism•

. The goals of the two activities are also distinct. Research, if

successful, leads to discovery; and discovery, in turn, leads to publication,

Development, on the other hand, leads to invention; and invention, if deemed

meritorious, leads to patents. The rewards of publication are manifold and

include ego-gratification, a possibility of academic promotion, and an.

increase in likelihood of success in the competition for research support.

In the rare instance it may also lead to the capture of a prize. Whereas

'the acquisition of pa '.ats may also have many gratifications, the one which

clearly predominates is money. These matters are summarized in Table 1.
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Whereas these two cultures are distinct and different in their

origins and in their purposes, they relate to each other in many ways,

The advance of science is critically dependent upon many technological

developments, such as the invention of a novel analytical instrument or

the development of a useful chemical synthesis. Conversely, the develop-

ment of technology is critically dependent upon tlieknowledge which is

generated by scientific research. Certainly practically every major

•
technological development in the past can trace its origins back to scien-

tific research which was fundamental to the developmental process~

It·should, of course, not be supposed that research is the peculiar

domain of academia, and development the exclusive pasture of industry.

This line has frequently been crossed and in both directions. The stress, '

however; is perfectly clear. Whereas publication is the highly respected

product--indeed, the currency--of academic research, patents are an important

expectation of industrial development.

It is my belief that this dichotomy has proven valuable and is, in

general. a good thing, Both channels must proceed if the totality of

purposes is to be achieved. A quenching of scientific research could soon

lead to the exhaustion of undeveloped knowledge, while a failure of techno-

logical development would certainly markedly slow down the progress of

science.

Whereas science and scientists may have a slightly tarnished image at

this time and in t~is country, the United States continues to have a love

affair with ~echnology.

.-- _. - - ...- . - - ..... - - ..

We love our automobiles, our airplanes, our
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calculators, and our kitchen appliances. It is notable that as our children

progress through rhe school system and are repeatedly exposed to courses

in American history, they learn a good deal about Thomas Alva Edison,

Samuel F. B. Morse, Alexander Graham Bell, and Eli Whitney. But do they

ever hear of Joseph Henry, ~osiah Willard Gibbs, A. A. Michelson, or

Robert A. Millikan? In most general history courses, science as such

receives short shrift despite the enormous contribution which scientific

research has made to our present way of life. Recently, technology has
•

eome into prominence in such widely used phrases as "technology transfer"

and "technology assessment." Curiously, we do not hear much about either

the assessment or the transfer of science'. Even in the field of medicine,

it would appear that it is technology rather than science which must be

transferred from the laboratory centers to the phrsieians in the hustings.

This suggests that we are expected to treat our patients with new pills

and new procedures but not with new knowledge.

The stress on technology in the absence of an offsetting stress on

science is not without hazard. Technology leading to patents is certainly

fiscally more immediately rewarding than is scientific research. During

the affluent period when scientific research has been very generously sup-

ported and academic centers were not in financial distress, scientific

research has of course flourished. As academic centers find it increasingly

difficult to balance their budgets, as uni'lrersities and medical schools

are forced to cut programs, as Federal and other support of scientific

research fails to keep pace with inflation, a new pressure will surely
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develop in the academic laboratories. One can imagine that the university

officer Whose responsibility ~t is to balance the budget may feel con-

strained to put pressure upon the scientists who are conducting research
.~

in the university laboratories to urge upon them to select product-oriented

problems which may lead to 'remunerative patents. Thus, the financial

officer of the university will behave very much as the director of develop-

merit in an industrial situation must behave. Such pressure could, in fact,

•
. upset the present apparently satisfactory balance between the two cultures

Which we have described. The occasional development of a patentable

discovery in the course of a research pr~gram has of course occurred and

will continue to occur. Notable examples are the oft-quoted discoveries

made by scientists at the University of Wisconsin, leading to the establish-

ment and subsequent success of the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation.

This, however, is quite another matter from the exertion of administrative

pressure upon academic scientists to dedicate themselves toward patentable

invention. Technological development will always continue to take place

in the cellar of the individual inventor, in our great industrial labora-

tories, and from time to time in academic institutions. Scientific research,

however, is so heavily concentrated in these academic institutions that if

they should become inhospitable to this activity it would find no other

place to go.
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Table 1

The TWo Cultures

.'"

."
Academia In~stry

SCi~ce••••••• {and) •••TechnOlOgy
t· I·
~ t.

Iesearch•••••• {and) •••Development
~. ~

Discovery Invention

~ ~
Publication Patents

J, . ~
Gratifications* 'Money

.. --.-. --_.._---~
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I will start off agreeing with the last paragraph of "Two Cultures."

Under no circumstances should an academic scientist be subjected to

pressure from administrators to select product-oriented problems. We

can help avoid such situations by stipUlating in institutional patent

agreements that the institution's patent office must be removed admin-

istratively from the scientist and must have no connection with promo-
,""

tion ~ommittees or other committees that deal. with a scientist's career.

On the other hand, awareness of the potential of patents 011 the part of,

the scientist who is described by Hans as spendin~ a rno~ning in II

devaloping all instrument or method so that he can apply it to a rssearch

problem in the afternoon . . "may be helpful to the university and to

h i:n. t. notable cxaop.le occur-r-ed .here when Sid Udenfriend develcped the

fluoros::.ectro;:hotoi;let-2r. I don "t know if the instrument would have been

-IevoLoj.ed b? a commer-c i a I firm without an exclusive license. I de; think

that it benefited inves~ig5.tors i.n thaT field by having the instrum~nt

become avz i Lab Le to t hera ,

There ar-e many crossovers between Gc:'ence an.l 'technology. As Hans points

out, peopLe i~ academe do beth. Also, many of the rrojects that NIH sup-

ports are not basic r-es ear-cr, , t.ut applied. End e e d , we are cur-rerrt Iy

engaged in an exercise to try to classify "basic" and "applied" by asking
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executive secretaries and study section members to put the projects they

review into various classes, clinical vs. non-clinical, mechanism-oriented

or treatment-oriented. We are trying to classify contractual projects

similarly, including development.

Publications and patents are not antithetical. A paper can be submitted

to a journal and a patent application can be filed at the same time.

There is not much lost by doing both, except a little time. The patent
•

advocates say that the patent is another method of disclosure of the

results of research, and they claim that the patent, if properly adminis-

tered, assures further effort in the development of an invention to prac-

tical use.

I am not so much interested in seeing that individual scientists are

rewarded for inventions through patents as I am in providing additional

funding for their institutions and, even more important, that the products

of research are exploited for the benefit of the general public, who after

all pay for the support of research.

The advocates of the patent system state that failure to patent inventions

results in failure to have useful products or methods developed to the

point of application, because investment capital is not available for

development when there is no assurance that there will be a return on the

investment. Private capital flows where there is some protection of the

investment by a patent or a license. Otherwise, when there is no such

protection, competitors may come in and exploit the development when it is

achieved. This type of situation, it is claimed, results in potentially

useful inventions sitting on the shelves,
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When asked to give examples of inventions that were not exploited because

they were not patented and fell into the public domain, the advocates of

patents say that they cannot prove the negative. They would rather give

examples of the development that followed the issuance of patents under

the Federal patent policy that went into effect in the Kennedy era. A

list of patents that led to development is attached. Here again, it is

a judgmental appraisal of costs of development and market potential when

we try to decide if the work would have been done without a license .

•

The perception that I have is that antipathy to patents is a phenomenon

of the biomedical research community. Certainly chemists and physicists
" .

in universities have been alert to patents for years, particularly the

chemists. It is a matter of the way the biomedical research culture

regards itself. However, I see no harm in making biomedical research

investigators aware of the patent route to development.

As I stated at the outset, the principal danger, that investigators may

be pressed into an orientation towards patents, can be averted by various

means, I am not so sure, either, that the better investigators can be

pushed that way, They are the better investigators because of their

curiosity and their intuition. When, either as a result of an intuitive

approach or a serendipitous observation, they make a discovery that can

lead to a beneficial product if it is developed, they can benefit their

instituions and society as a whole.
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